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A STONE OF WITNESS
Joshua 24:15-27
Joshua was certainly dismayed. While the Israelites had successfully crossed
over the Jordan River and had experienced victories over several cities and
adversaries, they had nonetheless disobeyed one of the key directives that the Lord
had given: to totally and absolutely possess the land of promise. It was supposed to
be a gift from their only God and King, but somehow, something had come between
them and fulfilling their part of the covenant. Enemies still occupied the Promise.
False deities still were worshipped in the very land that the only true God had
reserved for His people. In fact, many Israelite “believers” were actually in
possession of articles used in service to false gods. The pure reliance on the Lord
God that had driven their ancestors in Egypt to cry out for a Saviour had faded and
become compromised once they had begun enjoying the fruit of their promised land.
The famous verse 15 of Joshua 24 reveals the anguish that the great Jewish
leader felt: “…choose you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your
fathers served that were on the other side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in
whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.” His
decision was clear and unequivocal—he was determined to continue in his surrender
to the only true God. But who would follow him once Israel began to enjoy the new
land?
Todayʼs apostolic movement certainly understands, at least in part, the depth of
Godʼs promises regarding the growth and expansion of
Leaders	
  recognize	
  God’s	
  
His Church as foretold in the Word of God. But
promise	
  of	
  revival	
  in	
  its	
  true	
  
understanding it in full is essential for church leaders of
sense.	
  
this end-time revival. The typology that we recognize
in Israelʼs entrance into the promise is clearly understood in reference to the future
victory that Jesusʼ Church would experience. Leaving Egypt and the wilderness
behind, we should look for the promise of a spiritual harvest as the fully equipped
membership exercises its faith and uses its gifts as co-laborers with Jesus in
reaching out to seek and save the lost. We are, after all, witnesses for Him once we
receive His Holy Ghost power.
And we are told to take His saving gospel to the uttermost parts of the earth.
Adding to the Church is part of His great promise to those that truly believe. In short,
we must fully possess the land that God is giving to the Church worldwide. To fall
short would be tantamount to unbelief. Crossing the river of Jordan will not suffice if
we merely take part of the harvest and neglect the rest. Equally injurious is the
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temptation to co-mingle with the unbelief that exists in todayʼs world. Compromising
our gospel or adopting the beliefs of the so-called universal church is nothing less
than the sin over which Joshua agonized in the chapter above.
The Clear Warning
Many years before, while Moses still led the Israelites in the desert, God had
clearly sounded a deep and dangerous warning regarding the possession of the
promised land. In Numbers 33:55-56 we read,
“But if ye will not drive out the inhabitants of the land from before you; then it shall
come to pass, that those which ye let remain of them shall be pricks in your eyes,
and thorns in your sides, and shall vex you in the land wherein ye dwell. Moreover it
shall come to pass, that I shall do unto you, as I thought to do unto them.”
As much as the Lord desired to bless His people in a total and victorious
possession of Canaan, He was unwilling to allow them to compromise in any form or
fashion. The punishment for such a transgression would be as terrible as His
judgment intended on the evil Canaanites! It seems that Joshua remembered this
warning very well. In the Bibleʼs metaphorical reference to the Church, why should it
be any less consequential? Leaders above all else must be vigilant in regards to
Godʼs divine promises concerning the end-time harvest. And nothing should be
allowed to compromise this.
A Solid And Lasting Witness
After Joshuaʼs call to repentance and dedication, the people responded with what
seems to be genuine sincerity when they cried out, “We will serve the Lord.” (verse
21)
But Joshua challenged the depth of this declaration by telling them that they were
witnesses against themselves should they fail in this promise. In other words, their
agreement was their oath. And such an oath would be used against them in
judgment if they failed to fulfill their contractual part. Undeterred by his admonitions,
the people continued to reiterate their renewed dedication to total possession of the
land.
In the Church, every time we shout over the revival or the promises of God that
He has given for possessing the spiritual harvest, we become witnesses to (and
perhaps against) ourselves! If we believe the promise, we must act according to it.
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Failing today to carry out the Great Commission is not at all unlike the Israelitesʼ
failure to possess Canaan.
Joshua closes out the scene by writing the events in a book, and more
permanently, by setting up a great stone that would serve as a “stone of witness” to
the declaration made by the congregation of Israel. He tells the people that the rock
has heard what was said—both by God and by His people regarding the promise.
Passing by this stone standing on such hallowed ground would remind Israel of the
solemn oath and promise made to God regarding possessing the land and inheriting
His promise.
Some have wondered about the failure of leaders to take over after Joshuaʼs
death. Many have guessed at a reason for Joshuaʼs seeming failure to prepare
someone to take his place as the chief decision-maker and manager of the Israelitesʼ
commitment to the Lord. But should not the stone of witness have been enough to
continually remind and admonish those that saw it? It would suffice for Joshua and
perhaps several others, but once Joshua had passed on to his eternal reward,
Israelʼs commitment would fail once again. In other words, a call to look at the stone
of witness was indeed needful, but who would enforce it? Who or what would, after
Joshuaʼs departure, call the people back to the witness of Godʼs promise and Israelʼs
obedience to it?
If Joshua failed at all in this sequence of events, it was here: in assuming that the
people would regularly and with deep humility regard the stone that stood for their
part of an eternal covenant and then live and act accordingly. It would take
something greater than a simple stone under an oak tree. And for todayʼs leadership
in the Church, something greater must call us back regularly to our own spiritual
commitment to the promise of God.
He Never Breaks His Promise
The opening of Judges 2 gives us a look at the evolution of Israelʼs weakening in
their resolve as promised to Joshua. Somehow, the power of the stone of witness in
keeping them on track and focused on the divine
Leaders	
  live	
  and	
  work	
  founded	
  
task at hand had waned. In the midst of this
on	
  the	
  principle	
  that	
  God	
  never	
  
compromising spirit, a messenger of God is sent to
breaks	
  His	
  covenant.	
  	
  
a place called Bochim. Many theologians believe
that the place in this passage was actually Shiloh where the sanctuary of God was
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erected. It was supposed to be, as its name meant, a place of peace. But it soon
became a place for weepers, as Bochim is translated. The transition started with the
message given by the angel of God in verse 1:
“…I made you to go up out of Egypt,and have brought you unto the land which I
sware unto your fathers; and I said, I will never break my covenant with you.”
The magnitude of that sentence should not escape todayʼs church leaders. God
has not, and will never break any of His promises or covenants with mankind. He
cannot change. He cannot lie. He will never need to repent over what He has done.
His will is always perfect and exactly what His people need in their lives and
ministries. There is, sadly, another half of the covenant however: manʼs side of the
bargain.
Throughout the Scriptures, men have regularly failed to live up to their side of
Godʼs promises and agreements. The great majority of these promises are
conditional, i.e., that He will—if we will. In Judges 2, man failed once more. This
conditional promise was in regards to the possession of Canaan as an inheritance.
He would give them the land, completely and with His deep blessing— if they would
drive out the inhabitants along with their false gods and strange doctrines.
Not Possessing Equals Not Believing
One great pastor once noted “the good is often the enemy of the best.” Or in
other words, a little bit of possession of the promises of revival could stand as the
chief hindrance to the full measure that God wills for us. Being satisfied with less
than what God demands becomes a curse rather
Leaders	
  and	
  pastors	
  do	
  not	
  
than a blessing. Real leaders are always looking for
settle	
  for	
  less	
  than	
  God’s	
  best—
His perspective on things. What does the Lord of
full	
  possession	
  of	
  the	
  promise.	
  
glory require here? What does Godʼs measure call
for? When, in effect, is enough—ever enough?
Verse 3 reveals the result: since it was the Israelitesʼ responsibility to drive out the
inhabitants and take over the land, God would not do it for them. Instead, He would
leave the enemy couched in their cities and villages, still worshipping their false gods
and calling on their magicians to conjure up their powers from the deep. They would
take husbands and wives of the Israelites and dilute their worship and devotion.
They would, like Numbers had promised, become thorns in both the eyes and the
sides of the Israelites.
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The message delivered took effect quickly on the hearers. A place known as
Shiloh (peace) soon became a place remembered as Bochim (a place for weepers.)
This repentance had its effect as well. For the remainder of the era of Joshua, the
people served the Lord. The stone of witness, the direct leadership of Joshua, and
this humble scene at Bochim made them great once again. But it would not last.
Something was lacking—something that could forever remind them of Godʼs
commitment to them, and the need for their continuing commitment to Him.
Another Stone
Throughout the Bible, we read about another stone. In Isaiah 28:16 we see a
“tried stone, a precious corner stone” promised to Israel. Daniel spoke about a
“stone cut without hands” that would prevail over the nations. But Jesus clarifies it all
when He quoted Psalm 118:22 to the priests as they stood together at the Temple in
Jerusalem,
“The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner:
this is the Lordʼs doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes.”
Later, in Ephesians 2:20, Paul preaches that Jesus is this cornerstone. In 1 Peter
2:4, Jesus has become a “living stone.” Clearly, Jesus Christ would be the ultimate
stone of witness to all who claim to believe.
For some, the stone that was rolled away from the entrance of Jesusʼ grave
stands as a stone to remind them of the resurrecting power that raised Him up and
that equally raises us up to walk in newness of life. For others, remembering that
this Church is built by the Lord upon a solid rock of revelation regarding the deity of
Jesus Christ will be enough. But any and all reminders must eventually bring
leaders back to one of the fundamental truths of Godʼs divine character: He never
breaks His covenant. Knowing this, confessing this, and testifying regularly about
this will keep us focused on the task for todayʼs Church. But one more essential
element of the formula remains a clear responsibility
of leaders. Leading others to this heavenly Stone of
Today’s	
  church	
  leaders	
  must	
  
lead	
  others	
  to	
  the	
  true	
  
witness is what leaders do. We show them what
Stone	
  of	
  Witness.	
  
changed our perspective, and we gently show them
how this Lively Stone can enfold them in His grace and in His will, changing their
lives and fulfilling their deepest hungers.
Joshuaʼs Hebrew name was in essence the same as Jesusʼ. Joshua and Yeshua
are synonymous. They both speak of the Saviour. They both mean salvation. But
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unlike Joshua, Jesus will never pass on from the scene—He is alive forevermore.
The only thing that could cause His disappearance is a leaderʼs forgetfulness and
neglect regarding His promise for the Church to go and possess the land. The
harvest truly is plenteous. It truly is the promise of God to lead us forward into the
field that is white already for harvest. And God never breaks His covenant.
The words of Judges 2:10 should make a clarion call to every leader in the Church
today,
“…and there arose another generation after them, which knew not the Lord, nor yet
the works which he had done for Israel.”
Joshua had gone. The stone was ignored. And a generation was lost in
compromise and sin. But today, our Joshua lives on as an eternal stone of witness
to every Holy-Ghost filled believer. Let our leaders never neglect the witness of
Godʼs Spirit in leading the congregation forward into His great promise!
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“TILL HE WAS STRONG”
2 Chronicles 26:1-15
The sixth chapter of Isaiah opens with the poignant story of the prophetʼs deep
repentance following the death of the reigning king, Uzziah. Many have attributed
Isaiahʼs sadness to the loss of someone that he relied on and highly respected. But
a closer look at Uzziahʼs life and reign reveals a very important life lesson for church
leadership. In this chapter we will examine the rise and fall of one of the greatest of
Judahʼs kings.
Without a doubt, Uzziah, also known as Azariah, rose to true greatness by the
hand and blessing of the Lord. He was a mere
Church	
  leaders	
  should	
  
sixteen years of age when he took the throne in
carefully	
  note	
  the	
  life	
  of	
  
Jerusalem, and he ruled as king for fifty-two long
Judah’s	
  “great”	
  king,	
  
Uzziah.	
  
years. While not much is recorded in the Bible about
him, the story that is told relates to us just how easy it
is to fall from Godʼs grace. This is where leaders should pay careful attention to this
kingʼs reign. By the close of his life, his greatness had been reduced to ignominy
and personal ruin. No wonder then that Isaiah would learn such a deep lesson by
observing the fall of a truly great leader like Uzziah.
My Strength Is God
The names Uzziah and Azariah both speak of the foundation for his greatness.
Uzziah meant “My strength is God,” while Azariah could be interpreted as “God helps
me.” Either meaning tells of the secret of Uzziahʼs early rise to fame, and his
gradual promotion to true regional and international power.
The twenty-sixth chapter of 2 Chronicles records many of the wonderful works of
Uzziah. He defended, strengthened, expanded, and prospered the kingdom by
formidable leadership skills and innovative thinking. Building towers for defense in
the wilderness around Judah and fortifying the towers in the walls of Jerusalem
provided security like never before. The practice of agriculture grew at a fantastic
pace, with cattle-raising at a new high. Uzziahʼs armies were not only able men
trained for battle, but each was thoroughly equipped for the field. All the necessary
weapons of warfare were there at their disposal.
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Applied to a spiritual context today in the Church, here was a leader that
understood the dynamics of vision, equipping, and the multiple ministries necessary
to surely grow a congregation or a national work. The obvious key to his success
and that of his followers is found in verse 5:
“…and as long as he sought the Lord, God made him to prosper.”
His prosperity was not a personal one in the beginning—all of the kingdom of
Judah was made better by the leadership of King Uzziah as he followed wholly after
God and His divine will. But just as sure as his rise to fame is his ultimate fall to
pride and carnal thinking.
Marvelous Help
Step by step Uzziahʼs vision grew. Daily walking under the counsel of the
spiritual advisor Zechariah, the king proceeded further and further toward true
greatness. It seemed that nothing stood in his way, and that nothing could ever stop
this phenomenal and royal leadershipʼs success. It was certainly marvelous in
nature. He defeated the mighty Philistines, overcame the Arabians and the
Mehunims, and even the Ammonites paid him tribute rather than risk his wrath.
Word of his domination reached as far as the royal court in Egypt. Verse 6 says it
simply, “…for he strengthened himself exceedingly.”
But it would end in what seems to be a very short period of time. Church
leadership should take careful note of when and how this terrible and tragic change
really began. Verse 15 ends with these words:
“And his name was spread far abroad: for he was marvelously helped, till he was
strong.”
What is it about greatness that ultimately tempts great leaders to failure? Is it
that they appear somehow bigger and better than the rest? Is it the feeling that they
alone have accomplished the work? Do they simply begin to forget how Godʼs
greatness fits in the equation? Whatever the reason
and dynamics of this kind of spiritual fall, Uzziah
Godly	
  leadership	
  considers	
  
their	
  strength	
  from	
  God’s	
  
succumbed to it. He was marvelously helped until he
eyes,	
  not	
  their	
  own.	
  
became strong—not strong in Godʼs eyes, but strong
in his own eyes.
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Strength in God and by His Spirit is something all church leaders seek. And
nothing at all is wrong about that quest. But the understanding that accompanies
such greatness is paramount in the search for it. Paul, perhaps the “greatest” of all
the apostles put it plainly when he wrote in his second epistle to the Corinthians,
“But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may
be of God, and not of us.”
There could not be better words spoken to todayʼs church leadership. The real
excellency of the power working in a leader today must be that of the Holy Spirit, and
the credit for such must continually be directed toward its source. Somehow, Uzziah
deviated from this course and wandered into the seas of self-glory and personal
fame. His final shipwreck so startled the prophet Isaiah that he prayed as never
before to see God from a true spiritual perspective. The result was clear—Isaiah,
though a great prophet in his own right, was in reality a mere man of unclean lips in
the midst of an unclean nation. Only a visitation to the altar of God could cleanse
him and boost him toward a ministry that could be effective and lasting. Leaders
would do well to follow this template so clearly described by Isaiahʼs personal
sacrifice and humility.
Paul certainly never welcomed the pain, the loss, the threats, and the suffering
that accompanied his ministry, but he did indeed recognize the submission to and
dependency on God that it brought. He wrote about the constant “…bearing about in
the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life of Jesus might be made manifest in
our body.” Jesusʼ life and His greatness is shared in the lives of Christian leaders.
But His suffering is never far away from those. Constant surrender and deep
humility must accompany personal usefulness, or else the curse of Uzziah may fall
on any one of us in todays
Church.
The Only King/Priest
Throughout the Bible, it is clear that only One would ever serve in the dual
capacities of King and Priest. And that One is Jesus Christ. He is King of kings, and
He is the High Priest in the book of Hebrews. Even the passage in Revelation 1:6
needs to be understood in its literal text—that we are to be a kingdom of priests unto
Him. But we are not to assume the dual offices. The priests of the Old Testament
times were not even given lands to possess, let alone permitted to rule a kingdom.
And the kings were clearly instructed to stay well away from the functions of the
priesthood. This combined ministry was forever appointed to the only Saviour and
12

God. He was King in His deity and a high priest in His humanity. Uzziahʼs actions
contradicted this truth. And the results of Uzziahʼs transgression were indeed
horrible.
Lifted To Destruction
It almost seems a contradiction to use these words together—lifted to destruction.
But that was, in fact, exactly the sequence of Uzziahʼs fall. His greatness gradually
grew more and more personal. With every victory, every improvement in the
Kingdom of Judah, and with each glorious contribution to the well-being of the nation,
the king took more and more personal credit. No longer aware of his own
weaknesses, he could no longer access Godʼs strength. Leaders must grow
increasingly aware of the two axioms that describe vertical movement in the
Kingdom of God:

•
•

Leaders	
  should	
  have	
  
humility	
  as	
  a	
  constant	
  
companion.	
  

the way up is down in humility, and
the way down is by lifting oneself up

Jesus warned His own disciples that the greatest among them would in actual
fact become the servants of all. His own ministry demonstrated on a daily basis this
foundational theme of His realm. Paulʼs writings are filled with exhortations to this
effect. In fact, he fully captures the thought in one simple verse in 2 Corinthians
12:10,
“…for when I am weak, then am I strong.”
All of this, of course, opposes the thoughts and desires of our flesh. Humility is a
priceless commodity in the Christian world—especially among its leaders. By
constantly redirecting the glory and the praise back to God where it belongs, and by
regularly lifting others above ourselves, leaders have the opportunity, however, of
finding Godʼs grace in action as they are mightily (and marvelously) helped by the
Lord to significant accomplishment in carrying out His plan.
We can read about the beginning of that fateful day when everything changed for
Uzziah in 2 Chronicles 26:16:
“But when he was strong, his heart was lifted up to his destruction; for he
transgressed against the Lord his God, and went into the temple of the Lord to burn
incense upon the altar of incense.”
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The priests who served the temple were absolutely horrified at the sight of the
king making his way inside the Holy Place. It was forbidden, it was a desecration, it
was certain punishment awaiting their sovereign. Eighty-one members of the
priesthood tried to stop this unholy act of the king, but Uzziah would hear nothing of
their pleas to stop. The more they pleaded, the angrier Uzziah became. Finally, in a
furious display of arrogance and self-centered rebellion, he threatened the priests
blocking his way with the censer he held. The very object in the kingʼs hand with
which he intended to worship God was now poised as a weapon of destruction. In
his self-imposed and misdirected energies, Uzziah had profaned a holy instrument,
using it to threaten rather than to worship.
Church leaders need to be very aware of this progression of sin. Firstly, the king
had usurped the authority of the priests and gone into the temple to offer incense.
How could he have thought to do such a wicked thing? Was it because he was “so
great” that he was above the Law? Was it because he was now better and more
deserving than anyone else? How suddenly everything came unraveled that fateful
day!
Secondly, Uzziah defied and threatened the priests, using the very instrument
intended for true worship. Misusing Godʼs divine tools is like a leaderʼs anointing
being turned to his own gain. Sadly, many Christian leaders have used a divine
unction to appear better than others. Once this spirit of superiority bites them, there
are no limits to their fanciful thoughts of self-importance. Many come to the point of
considering themselves as “super-spiritual” individuals that operate in a realm that
few can ever reach, when in fact, they are in reality merely the earthen vessels that
Paul wrote about.
Thirdly, the king, no longer submitted to God or His priests, found that his
holiness had been replaced instead by sin. The Old Testament high priests wore a
plate of pure gold on their mitre proclaiming, “Holiness to the Lord.” The location of
the plate was near the forehead of the priest, in plain view of all who saw him. But
here, in the temple, in the Holy Place where so much divine service had been
conducted for so many years, Uzziahʼs personal holiness was struck down. Rather
than a badge of holiness and honor, he suddenly was infected with leprosy in his
forehead. This was no coincidence at all. Uzziah was no longer separated to God,
but rather found himself separated from God.
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“I Saw Also…”
In Isaiah 6, and the account he relates, the prophet declares that he saw two
things in the year that Uzziah died. He saw of course the death of the first king
under whom he had served as a prophet. But he also saw the Lord “high and lifted
up.” One surely had led to the other.
The sudden fall of Uzziah must surely have struck a chord in Isaiahʼs spirit. From
being one of Judahʼs finest leaders and mightiest kings, Uzziah had slipped from
Godʼs helping hand and become a symbol of a leaderʼs folly in self-aggrandizement.
From the pinnacle of international power and fame to a pitiful life as a leper in a
house far from the palace, Uzziah had tumbled into obscurity. And Isaiah did not fail
to catch the significance of the story. If it could happen to a man as great and as
marvelously helped as Uzziah, it could happen to someone like Isaiah too. And so
Isaiah prayed like never before. And in doing so, he saw also the Lord in His exalted
majesty.
Isaiah began to see how temptation toward personal greatness can overcome a
leaderʼs total dependency on the One that is truly great. He saw how quickly divine
gifts and tools can be turned into weapons of war waged in the name of personal
ambition. He saw how godly anointing can be misdirected and abused. And Isaiah
would pray to keep this all in check.
Many Christians wonder from time to time why Jesus prayed so often and deeply.
Was it not for the same reasons as Isaiah? Was it not simply because His greatness
(wrapped in His humanity) could have easily become His downfall if misguided? No
wonder then that Jesus went into the mountains to pray. And no wonder that He so
often deflected the praises and applause of the multitudes who wanted to exalt Him
prematurely. He had come to serve, not to dominate. He had come to save us by
condescending to our humanity and triumphing over sin. If He demonstrated true
humility, what about us?
Uzziah had been great indeed. But in forgetting the source of his usefulness, he
lost all hope of true service to the Kingdom of God. Leaders today must seize upon
this principle that Isaiah recognized in the sad year that great King Uzziah died.
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HOW TO KILL A DREAM
Numbers 14:2 & 11
The Church today should be a vibrant center of real spiritual growth and true
revival. With saints ably equipped and trained for their respective roles in the
expansion of Godʼs Kingdom, nothing should impede the steady progress that we
church leaders seek so earnestly. The dreams we hold for “bigger” and “better”
should continually spur us onward to greater exploits. But sadly, all too often dreams
falter and fail, disappearing at last in a fog of forgetfulness and ultimate
disobedience. In short, we leaders are responsible for either fostering the dream or
killing the dream.
We always connect the spirit of Antichrist with the biblical passage in Revelation
13, especially his “mark” and his number as described in the last verse of the
chapter—666. But there is another 666 that stands out in scripture which may serve
as the root of all dream killers. In the sixth chapter of John, Jesus spent much time
in trying to enlighten his followers regarding true discipleship. More than the bread
that He had miraculously supplied to feed many thousands of listeners, He stressed
in John 6 the necessity of seeking for true spiritual bread, the kind that could sustain
them eternally. He, of course, was that heavenly bread, but only a small few ever
realized it. From among the thousands who would welcome His “triumphal entry”
into Jerusalem, only 120 would be present in the Upper Room in Acts to become the
first members of His great Church. Many called Him the King of Israel, but the same
crowd, only hours later, would call for HIs crucifixion at the hands of Pontius Pilate.
What would cause such a change in perspective?
Perceiving such contradiction in the thoughts of His so-called followers, Jesus
tried in John 6 to direct their attention to the intensity and depth of what it means to
actually be His true disciple. One would ultimately have to “eat His flesh, and drink
of His blood.” He of course was making no reference to actually physically
consuming His flesh or blood, but rather pointed to the simple truth that to be His
disciple would mean taking all of Him into oneʼs life. It would mean all of Him, or
nothing at all.
The philosophical struggle continued through the chapter, culminating in verse 66:
“From that time many of his disciples went back, and walked no more with him.”
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This truth that Jesus preached proved simply too much for many to swallow. The
dream of following their King quickly vanished in unbelief. In this chapter we will
examine six areas in which leaders should be on guard. For in these areas, dreams
are all too often snuffed out like a candle. Leaders sometimes forget that they are
the guardians, the stewards of God-given dreams that
should prompt great exploits done in His name. Much
Leaders	
  are	
  guardians	
  
too frequently however, these dreams are killed by
of	
  the	
  dream.	
  
simple acts and decisions that change everything.
The dream and God-given vision for revival and end-time growth is neither fiction
nor fantasy, but rather a biblical fact. Any of the six areas that we will examine in this
chapter, however, is capable of turning our view away from the reality and killing
such a dream. It is not a demonic spiritual power that ultimately kills the dream in
the Church. This is not to be blamed solely on an invisible adversary. The
responsibility for failure to realize the dream must be placed squarely where it
belongs—on todayʼs church leadership. It is our own old ways of thinking and
perceiving that, if left unchecked, will derail the growth and harvest that we talk and
preach about. There is no fault in the dream—only in the dream killers.
Unbelief
Unbelief kills even before the dream has a chance to show its potential. As we
read at the top of the chapter, the Israelites were ready to kill the dream before they
were even close to the Promised Land. They claimed that they would have preferred
a death in Egypt to the promise that they had been given by God and His servant,
Moses. Without even a view of the potential promise before them, they were ready
to return to slavery and servitude under the hand of a cruel enemy.
The two godly-minded spies in chapter 13 had brought the true report back to the
people. The land ahead that was promised was a land that was full of milk and
honey, of great orchards and fruitful fields that teemed with nourishment and reward.
It was simply to be possessed with Godʼs divine help. But the multitudes, including
the majority of the “leaders” of Israel, fell far short of their God-given responsibility
when they cried out to return to Egypt. Before the dream had a chance to even be
conceived, it was dead in an instant due to the unbelief of a few leaders.
Todayʼs leadership has a similar responsibility to trust and know that God-given
dreams are sometimes based on potential alone. Some dreams are so distant in
nature that we simply need to trust in Godʼs perspective and His divine view of
things. The bottom line must remain—if God says it is so, it is so. His promise never
17

fails. What would happen today if our leadership simply gave these dreams a real
opportunity to be born, to grow, and mature into a glorious reality. Why kill them
before they have a chance?
Forgetting
Specifically, this dream-killer refers to forgetting who God is and who we really
are. It manifests itself in a lazy approach to working in the harvest fields, and in a
failure to seek after excellence in all that we do for His nameʼs sake. Compromised
worship, dead preaching, and lifeless altar services
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are signs that this killer is alive and loose in our
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midst. Real leaders must rise up and call it out. They
ministry	
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  Church.	
  
must take the initiative in assuring a truly excellent
form of real spiritual ministry in all phases of the
churchʼs work.
Neglecting and/or ignoring the God-given promises that lie before us is a serious
transgression, and the blame falls rightfully on leaders. It is leadershipʼs
responsibility to keep the dream alive and before the congregation, rather than allow
it to be relegated to the file labelled “low priority.” Like Joshuaʼs stone of witness,
leaders must keep the Church in constant remembrance of its commitment to the
dream and its promises. Daniel expressed it succinctly in chapter 11:32,
“…but the people that do know their God shall be strong, and do exploits.”
Knowing God means knowing and ultimately understanding His will, and that
must include His divine promises to the Church and its membership. To forget
those, or to simply neglect or ignore them means the dream will die a slow and
agonizing death with the intended promise at its side.
Fear In The Face Of The Enemy
This is also recognized as misunderstanding the challenge ahead. In Judges
1:19 we read,
“And the Lord was with Judah; and he drave out the inhabitants of the mountain; but
could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley, because they had chariots of iron.”
The “he” in this verse does not at all refer to God, but rather to the tribe of Judah.
Judah looked at the challenge of these valley adversaries with a human perspective
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and forgot the divine viewpoint. What were chariots of iron to a God that spoke the
world into existence? Just what were Godʼs thoughts regarding this new challenge?
Those are the questions that real godly leaders ask when faced with such
adversarial circumstances. It wasnʼt God that balked at the chariots, it was a tribe of
His people that killed this part of the dream.
We only have to look at the following verse to see the difference in perspective.
When faced with the same giants that had petrified the other ten spies with fear in
Numbers 13, Caleb rose to the occasion with a divine view of things and welcomed
the challenge of expelling the giants of the family of Anak. One eighty-five year old
man in league with His God and Protector was no match for the young and powerful
giants that defied Israel. And so it must be for todayʼs leaders. A simple look over
our shoulder reveals a God that stands with us and acts on our behalf as we give
ourselves to spiritual combat and service in His will.
Believing The Lie
This simply means that sometimes leaders fall prey to listening to the wrong
voice. One of the greatest statements by any of Israelʼs kings when faced with the
taunts of a powerful enemy is found in 1 Kings 20:11,
“And the king of Israel answered and said, Tell him, Let not him that girdeth on his
harness boast himself as he that putteth it off.”
In other words, here was real wisdom to counter the threats of the enemy forces.
It will be the survivor of the battle alone that will be able to boast of his conquest—
not the dead loser! But how fascinating it is to note that the speaker of these great
words was in fact one of Israelʼs worst leaders—Ahab. How could this be? Ahab
was a king that symbolized a leader who hears from two distinct sides of reality. In
the verse above, it was clearly the Lord who had inspired his words. But normally, it
was his carnal and evil-minded wife Jezebel that provided the inspiration for him. He
was a leader that could not subject his decisions to godly counsel in every instance.
He relied on unproven and devilish counsel much too
much. He failed repeatedly to subject his decisionLeaders	
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  look	
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making to the mind of God. And he paid the ultimate
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price in such failure. Ahabʼs reputation is the exact
opposite of what godly leaders today should seek.
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In Acts 4:18 the new apostles Peter and John clearly had heard the voice of the
opposition as the Sanhedrin proclaimed a prohibition to the preaching or teaching of
Jesus Christ. But the apostlesʼ resolve and dedication to fulfilling Godʼs will for their
lives took precedence as they declared unwaveringly in verses 19-20,
“Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto God,
judge ye. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard.”
What they had been asked to do was nothing more than a lie. To believe this lie
would have meant death to the apostolic dream in the young Church. One voice had
commanded the dreamʼs execution, but another voice was heard and prevailed in
the hearts and lives of these two new church leaders, setting the dream free to grow
and mature throughout the ancient world.
Compromising
This is certainly one of the chief dream-killers that stalks us, working its poison
quietly in our midst. It is often seen when leaders decide it all by and for themselves.
It is the temptation to do part of Godʼs will while maintaining our own zones of private
property that God cannot touch. It is the roller coaster ride that Israel experienced in
the book of Judges, in some years serving God and His plan under the leadership of
godly men, and at other times failing to become the separated and holy people that
God had ordained Israel to be.
Failure to expel the ungodly inhabitants of Canaan
Today’s	
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along with their false gods was one sign of this spirit of
watchmen	
  against	
  
compromise. The intermingling with the heathen tribes
compromise.	
  
was another. The marriages with the men and women
of these tribes were a strong indicator of such a strong
compromise. Leaders today should stand as watchmen against such dangers.
Compromising in sound doctrine, in biblical standards of holiness, or in a diminishing
commitment to godly Christian living must be guarded against at all costs.
The judges that God raised up brought only part-time relief to a problem, rather
than a full-time relationship with an awesome God. Church leaders set the standard,
and such a standard allows no room for compromise regarding truth and salvation.
A clear vision of the way forward is needed in these uncertain times. Church
members deserve the security of spiritual leadership watching for their souls while
never compromising with temptation.
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Personal Ambition In Leadership
The biblical tenet will always remain, “Not my will, but thine be done.” But
leaders, somehow by nature, are those with a gift that thirsts for more and better
things. When such ambition turns inward rather than for the Kingdomʼs sake,
however, things can go horribly wrong.
In 3 John 1-11 we read of the apostleʼs concerns over a former church leader
named Diotrephes. His actions are called evil and divisive. But verse 9 clearly
declares the main part of Diotrephesʼ spiritual malady—he loved to have the
preeminence among the others. He sought to be known always as “number one,”
the most important, the one that should be constantly recognized for something he
did or said. Perhaps it had evolved to the point that Diotrephes was demanding
praise for things he didnʼt do.
This poor, fallen leader was no different than those in John 6:28 that demanded
of Jesus the secrets necessary for doing what He did. They were ambitious enough
to ask the Master about the dynamics of His miracles so that they could produce the
same. It would, after all, make them better than all the rest of the people. They were
driven by a need for the preeminence. They needed a spotlight in which to perform
and shine in front of the others. They wanted things done indeed, but for their sakes
alone.
There is a curious but necessary mix that is a prerequisite for success in the life
of any Christian leader—power and humility. And these two ingredients do not blend
well in all leaders. Many have one without the other: leaders so humble that they
accomplish nothing; and leaders so dynamic that they end up lost in their own pride
and self-service.
Ambition in leadership can be a good thing when
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divinely inspired and motivated. Calebʼs ambition to
mix	
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and in Godʼs will. And Paulʼs burning desire to
establish strong local churches throughout Asia and Europe was a God-driven
ambition that bore much spiritual fruit. But when such drive and ambition becomes
focused inwardly, the floodgates of pride and self-conceit are opened and there is no
end to the damage that can be wrought in the Kingdom before the leader is sorted
out.
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Leaders need to ask themselves from time to time relevant questions such as,
“What drives me forward in my ministry?” Let us seek a quiet place where we can all
seek the face of Him that knows all things. As Job declared, God knows the way
that we take. Let Him guide us as we seek a heavenly and God-oriented ambition.
Leaders can be either dreamers, or dream-killers. What about us?
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CHRISTIAN MAGIC
Judges 17:13
The title of this chapter is sure to create a certain amount of controversy. But in
studying the brief account of a man named Micah in Judges 17 and 18, we can see
how his trust in the wrong things is not so very different from the ways that many
Christians view their “faith.” And for leaders today, it is important to understand how
to avoid such misdirected trust in the wrong things.
To have oneʼs own priest, lodging with the owner of the house and employed on a
full-time basis as a kind of spiritual advisor and protector seems innocent enough. It
might even be seen at first glance as a very commendable action to take in regards
to the spiritual well being of the house and its occupants. But was this really the
formula for success then? And is there an equivalent today? And if so, would it be
the right thing to pursue in the name of faithful discipleship to the Lord?
One of the gifts of the Spirit that Paul conveys to the Church in 1 Corinthians
12:10 is called “discerning of spirits.” Many act and speak as if this gift allows the
gift-holder to see inside peopleʼs minds and lives and prophesy whether or not they
are godly or unholy. But the true sense of the use of the word discerning was
completely different to Paul. The Greek word is “diakrisis,” and according to Vineʼs
Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words it speaks of the ability to judge by
evidence whether something or some situation is of
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good and evil. This is not mind reading. It is rather a
way of living, of learning how to interpret the evidence that is provided and thereby
make godly decisions based upon true faith and adherence to biblical principles.
Micah, in Numbers 17, certainly was not someone full of the Spirit of the Lord. He
was not a New Testament saint that knew what we know today. He made his
decisions and based his lifestyle according to what others would do in like
circumstances and by what was popular at the time. In his case, his motherʼs plan to
secure him religious objects to “bless” his life was carried out at a great price of
precious silver. But simply because his mother thought it the right thing to do, or
because others had followed the same strategy for “spiritual success,” did not mean
that it was the proper course of action—in that age or in any subsequent time. In this
chapter we will examine how tempting it is, and how wrong it is to mimic Micahʼs
well-intentioned plan.
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Graven Images
The idea was clear enough: convert the silver that had been saved for so long
into religious images for protection and blessing. After all, the images would be
dedicated unto the Lord (Jehovah.) These were, at least on the surface, good
intentions projected by a loving and caring mother. But the truth is that not
everything done which we claim is “in the name” of God is actually in the name of
God.
Throughout the Scriptures, the term “in the name of” is used frequently,
describing something or someone who is living, acting, or praying according to God
and His divine plan and will. There really is no other definition for this phraseology.
To be in the name of God means to be in the center of His will. To pray in the name
of Jesus means to pray according to His will. To do something in the name of the
Lord means acting in His plan and for His eternal purpose. This is what Paul wrote
in Colossians 3:17,
“And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving
thanks to God and the Father by him.”
As Christians live and act according to Godʼs will, they give thanks and honor to
the God that moves in them and through them. Simply attaching the words “in the
name of Jesus” at the end of a prayer does not automatically place the prayer into
Godʼs will!
So Micahʼs motherʼs intentions may have been somewhat admirable as far as her
concern for a loved son, but her actions were far from what God had ordained.
According to the Law that God gave Moses, there were to be no images made “in the
name of Jehovah.” In fact, this precept is one of the original ten commandments to
Israel. Perhaps the reason for this was more simple than we think. To even
contemplate that an image could capture the grandeur and holiness of God is
preposterous. Instead of exalting him, such an image would in fact diminish His
greatness. Any attempt at making such an image of an infinite God is by definition
an impossibility. If done, the image maker and image owner would immediately be
guilty of contradicting Godʼs majesty. While all other nations had their images of
their false deities, Israel was to have no such practice.
Furthermore, to make such an image would undoubtedly introduce a connection
between the image and the god it represented. In other words, the proximity of the
image would induce the belief that the god represented was also nearby. In truth,
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Israelʼs God was everywhere simultaneously. Heaven is His throne and earth merely
His footstool. King David had insight into this when he wrote in Psalms 139:7-10,
“Whither shall I go from thy spirit? Or whither shall I flee from thy presence? If I
ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold thou art there.
If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; even
there shall thy hand lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me.”
No, the practice of making such images was not at all in Godʼs name or will. He
had forbidden it long before. Instead, such a practice and tradition was adopted by
the Israelites after beginning their occupation of the Promised Land. In Judges 3:6
they had begun marrying into the foreign tribes in Canaan, and had even begun to
serve their local gods. Since the Canaanite gods required images to secure their
favor, why not the same for the Jews that so quickly forgot the foundation of their
unique faith?
An Ephod And A Teraphim
The ephod that Micah made was certainly a particular kind of garment accessory
that priests used. As far back as Exodus 25, the ephodʼs description is found in
reference to a part of the high priestʼs attire. Evidently part of the “uniform” of a
certified priest, Micah obviously felt that the ephod was an essential part of his
collection for a holy home.
The word “teraphim” referred to things like the images discussed above. So, in
Micahʼs house we have already seen the ephod for the use of a priest and the
images made from the silver donated by Micahʼs mother. But there is also the
reference in verse 5 that he had “an house of gods.” Micahʼs collection of religious
symbols was impressive indeed, but none of them was in line with Godʼs plan for him
or anyone else! True enough, Micah wanted blessing, protection, and guaranteed
prosperity from a divine source, but the means of obtaining these spoiled it all.
Looking for the same things today is not in itself a crime or sin against God.
Leaders seeking the blessing, protection, and abundance in the Kingdom of God
would not at all be out of order—unless we seek them in the wrong way or for the
wrong reasons.
What, after all, would be considered a blessing? Should the definition come from
our own way of looking at life, or should it indeed emanate from Godʼs divine point of
view? Is it not God and God alone that sees the end from the beginning? How can
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Christian leaders be expected to predict the future if given this or blessed with that?
How many times have perceived “blessings” actually turned out to be curses? When
Christians seek the wrong things (even with the right motives) they come up short.
And perhaps worse, when they seek the right things for the wrong motives, the
blessing indeed can become a curse.
And what exactly is this “prosperityʼ that has become the objective of so much
Christian teaching and preaching? Is it truly a spiritually-oriented abundance that
comes form God for His purpose? Or, in fact, is it the desire of Christians who have
focused on some kind of heaven on earth? If leaders cannot “discern” this, then who
will show the real way forward for the rest of the congregation?
Finally, divine protection does not come by an ephod or an image. It comes from
being in the precious will of God. And even then it does not guarantee eternal life on
earth! The journey that we are on is one that ends in a heavenly kingdom where
suffering does not exist. In this life, however, suffering and hurt follow us every day.
Our real protection is in the way that God leads us forward, further and further toward
the eternal prize of salvation and fellowship with the One who died for us. The
apostles understood this principle very well and never focused on a temporary
deliverance from lifeʼs distresses, but rather looked continuously for that heavenly
city where all strife and suffering would be gone. Paul was always bearing in his
body the dying of the Lord Jesus, but he was also perfectly in the center of Godʼs
protection. When Christian leaders seek to find a guaranteed protection from harm
on their own terms, they start down a slippery slope. Micah did this exact thing, and
it led him one step further toward disaster.
Unaccountable
In attempting to find a priest to manage this so-called godly home, Micah made
two major mistakes. At first, he took one of his own sons and dedicated him as the
household man of God. Later, when a young man from Bethlehem passed by the
house, and Micah learned that he was an “unemployed” priest, Micah took it upon
himself to hire the young cleric as his own private priest. Both of these supposed
“consecrations” were no more than travesties.
In both cases the household priest was in direct submission to the householder—
either as a son to a father, or as a hireling to his employer. Once again, putting
aside the appearance of religious zeal in the appointment of these two priests, we
can see the reality of the situation. Behind the disguise of submission to spiritual
authority, Micah remained in control. How could a son in his fatherʼs house exercise
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any kind of authority? And how could someone on the payroll be expected to
reprove, rebuke, and give real guidance when called for? It may have looked right to
Micah and others, but it was nothing more than a pretense.
In effect, Micah had removed all forms of spiritual accountability from his
perverted way of worship. And no amount of religious objects, images, or hired
clerics could make up for what was really absent—true devotion to the true God.
The system that Micah had created was similar to what Paul warned the Church
about in 2 Timothy 4:3,
“For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own
lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears.”
The word in Greek for “ears” in this verse refers to our “sense of hearing.” In
other words, Paul was warning regarding Christians looking for so-called leaders that
would tell them exactly what the hearers wanted to hear. In this sad context, the
accountability imperative would be removed from the mix, and everyone would be
allowed (“in the name of God”) to find his own way through life. As long as the
religious objects surrounded them, and as long as there remained a semblance of
faith in the practices, it would be permissible to follow oneʼs own heart and do as one
pleased—with a Christian priesthood that backed up their plans and actions. A pig in
priestʼs clothing is still a pig. Micah, while bowed before a hired young priest, is still
the boss. And leaders today who substitute Christian traditions and Church business
for personal consecration to God fall far short of the goal.
The Real Issue
The real problem in all of this, of course, is found in Judges 17:6,
“In those days there was no king in Israel, but every man did that which was right in
his own eyes.”
In His divine plan, God was the only King that Israel ever needed. But they never
quite saw it that way. Without God as their sole protector and guide, Israel was
doomed to repetitive failure. Without Jesus ruling and reigning in the hearts of
Christian leadership, the Church can expect no better.
It is easy to blame Micah in all of this. He was clearly misguided and was wrong
at every turn. In every one of his attempts to be religious, he erred. His statement
that we read in verse 13 is a sad one indeed. But he honestly believed what he said.
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With a priest, an ephod, and the religious images in his home, how could he miss
Godʼs blessings? In the end, however, it all meant no more than what it was worth—
nothing. It wasnʼt long before he was stripped of all he had carefully prepared in his
convoluted form of traditional worship. In a single day, all of it was stolen from him.
The very things that he had counted on to keep and protect him were taken from him
in an act of threatening violence. But for God-fearing leaders today, this will never
be the case.
What we cling to is not a graven image made from melted silver. It is the one true
God of all creation, Who was , and is, and is to come. We do not rely on a paid
priest to merely tell us what we want to hear. We have a relationship with the true
High Priest, Jesus Christ. The writer of the book of Hebrews put it this way,
“Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus,
by a new and living way, which he hath consecrated for us, through the veil, that is to
say, his flesh; and having a high priest over the house of God; let us draw near
with a true heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil
conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water.”
While our devotion may not be visible in religious objects that we surround
ourselves with, it is clearly seen in our humble devotion to Jesus and His blessed will
for our lives. Knowing Him is the key to everything that Micah really sought for. In
Him, leaders and other members of this great Church find their blessing, their
protection, and their true spiritual prosperity. And no thief can ever take these from
us.
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DARING TO DREAM
Genesis 37:5
The story of Joseph is a sad one, but also one of great victory after tremendous
perseverance. There is hardly a better type of Christ found in the Scriptures. Hated
by his brethren for doing what was right, and suffering for sins he did not commit,
Joseph stands out as an excellent example of a man whose sole purpose was to live
a life of integrity and usefulness.
One of the younger sons of Jacob, Joseph was overshadowed in many ways by
his older siblings and had grown up with formidable challenges. Yet we read that his
father loved him in some sort of special way. Jacob was older and much wiser when
his wife, Rachel, presented this son to him. No longer the young upstart that
conspired to wrest the birthright of Isaac away from his brother Esau, Jacob had
mellowed and learned humility by the hand and grace of God. And so Joseph, the
son of Jacobʼs old age, found a special place in his fatherʼs heart.
It was in this special bond with Jacob that Josephʼs problems began. Surrounded
by older brothers who were jealous of his paternal relationship, Joseph was shunned
by them. Rather than mentoring the young lad, they spurned his very presence. The
special and colorful coat prepared for him by his father was precious to Joseph. But
to his brothers it was a symbol of their fatherʼs unjust affection to the young
teenager. From the very onset, the stage was set to produce either a young and
bitter son who would complain endlessly about his mistreatment, blaming his woes
on all around him, or a young man humbled by lifeʼs events, yet empowered and
anointed by his Lord. Joseph would live to choose the latter.
Not Even A Kind Word
The animosity that emanated from his brothers was like a dark cloud that
constantly hung over Josephʼs humble head. It was so deep and so real that
Genesis 37:4 tells us that his brothers could not even “speak peaceably” unto him.
This probably means that they would not even bother to greet him with the common
salutation of the era, “Peace unto you.” In fact, Judah and the others wished exactly
the opposite for their younger brother. If only something, some disaster, some
sickness, some unforeseen tragedy could overtake their young sibling, the elder
brothers would secretly rejoice. And yet we see nothing written in the account of
Genesis regarding any kind of bad or retaliating spirit in the young man. How could
this be?
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The profoundly beautiful passage of 2 Corinthians 12:6-10 describes for us the
spiritual dynamic that had changed Paul and made him so unlike so many others.
“For though I would desire to glory, I shall not be a fool; for I will say the truth: but
now I forbear, lest any man should think of me above that which he seeth me to be,
or that he heareth of me. And lest I should be exalted above measure through the
abundance of the revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the flesh, the
messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure. For this
thing I besought the Lord thrice, that it might depart from me. And he said unto me,
My grace is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness. Most
gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest
upon me. Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in
persecutions, in distresses for Christʼs sake: for when I am weak, then am I strong.”
Paul had somehow learned to see all the way through lifeʼs challenges and
glimpse the other side of the mountains he had to cross. He had come to grips with
this: the reality that Godʼs grace truly is enough for us. That which God chooses for
us is exactly what is necessary for not only our own personal salvation, but it is
sufficient to empower us to true usefulness in His
divine purpose as well. And even greater was
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end, “make the man.”
Joseph, though of such a young age and with so little experience on lifeʼs journey,
must have sensed the same thing. Though saddled with his brothersʼ jealousies and
constant snubs, Joseph seemed determined to make his way forward and learn,
grow, and ultimately thrive as God intended. And this lesson is one of the most
important for leaders everywhere to learn. The connection that exists between the
sufferings and false accusations we experience with the humility necessary for real
spiritual success is inescapable for todayʼs leadership. And it would literally “keep”
Joseph in the darkest of times.
There is no question that Joseph stands out in both Jewish and Christian history
as one of the greatest examples of a man infused with God and his power. His life
proved to be one that was divinely planned and perfectly carried out in simple
obedience. But just as important as the blessings in Josephʼs life were the trials and
tests he would pass through on the way to significant and anointed usefulness.
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A real leader learns this. Sometimes despised simply for doing what is right and
proper seems the only reward we receive. Like Jesusʼ thorns, our crown may
sometimes cut to our very souls and cause us to bleed from the cruel wounds made
by our brothers and sisters. No one ever declared that Christian leadership would
prove an easy path to take. It is a sacrifice that we gladly make, however, when we
fix our gaze like Paul or Joseph on the will of God and the eternal rest that awaits
each of us.
Just A Simple Dream
Thatʼs all it really was. It was just a dream. Somehow, though, Joseph sensed its
profound implication. Without fully understanding its meaning, Joseph still
recognized that it was a special and divine intervention. Something special had
taken place and he would hold on to this dream until he could see its full meaning.
And herein is a key for leaders to use in their ministries.
As leaders who are dedicated to God and the ministerial talents he grants us, we
should expect these interventions in our lives. We should remain on the lookout and
be sensitive to Godʼs guiding hand as He molds and shapes us through lifeʼs
experiences. Why wouldnʼt He? Paul had his “knocked from the horse” experience
on his way to Damascus, but he also listened constantly for the still small voice of
God that guided him steadily through his journey as an apostle. Before his
conversion, Paul had once been deeply moved as he watched the stoning of
Stephen, and yet made no move toward repentance. Instead he determined to
persecute the Church even more than before in a vain attempt to rid himself of the
conviction he felt. He was a man torn between two forces—that of his world and
flesh, urging him on to personal greatness as a Pharisee among Pharisees; but also
the urging of Godʼs Spirit toward a life devoted to the gentle Jesus. Once struck
down on that Damascus highway, however, Paul determined to never miss another
opportunity to grab on to Godʼs promises for his life. And Joseph saw his opportunity
in a simple dream.
Leaders need to learn that our loyalty, our faithfulness, our submission, and our
dedication to truth set us apart from the rest and position us to see the God-given
dream. While others spend their days gazing at
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dream, but it changed everything for this young
man that simply sensed “more.”
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Even Worse
The result could not have been what young Joseph expected. Surely, with such a
soul-stirring dream, every family member would somehow celebrate with him. But it
was not to be. In fact, the Bible tells us “they hated him yet the more.”
In reality, this first of two dreams had distanced Joseph even farther away from
his brothers. Jealous of his relationship with Jacob, they were not interested in his
dreams of folly, and certainly would hear nothing about their sheaves bowing to
Josephʼs! Who did he think he was? And thatʼs the question for leaders: who do
they think they are? Are they just one of the brethren, just another insignificant part
of the family? Or, can they see themselves as set apart—not in any sense of
superiority, but as someone who is specifically called to a specific task?
Just as important for leaders, though, is the way that Joseph held on to this
dream in spite of the way that his brothers discounted it. It is one thing to be given a
dream, and quite another to hold on to it in the face of overwhelming resistance. To
the brothers it was pure rubbish, the fanciful nocturnal ramblings of a junior member
of the family. To Joseph, it was special. He would not know just how extraordinary it
was until much later. But he sensed its importance from the beginning. In fact, it
was a dream that would end in the salvation of a race of people, in the start of a long
journey for the Jewish nation, and for the establishment of a heavenly Kingdom. It
was a simple dream, but a dream of great victory.
Bankrupt Leadership
A second dream arrived and confirmed the first. But still, the brothers would have
no part of it. They were senior, they were in charge, they were, in fact, the leaders of
the day. But they were spiritually bankrupt. They had nothing to offer, they had no
understanding of the dreamʼs implications, and they had no vision beyond the fields
and the flocks. They were locked into the here and now. Dreaming for them
consisted of the hope of a peaceful old age, while their daily obligations slowly but
surely consumed their passion and purpose.
Real leaders may indeed hold positions in the work place. They have homes and
families. They have bills to pay and deadlines to meet. But these never drain their
spiritual lifeʼs blood. Leaders do not allow the
mundane to overtake the sacred. Every day in
“Bankrupt”	
  leaders	
  have	
  nothing	
  to	
  
the field for Joseph meant the same chores, but
share,	
  no	
  vision,	
  and	
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  simply	
  
steal	
  the	
  dream.	
  
performed while he carefully held and
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contemplated his dream. The brothers saw the dreams as threats to their positions
of leadership. Instead of helping their younger brother to nurture and pursue the
dream, they conspired against him to steal the dream and ultimately lay it to rest in a
pit dug in the earth. They would harbor no such dream, and they would
accommodate no such brother.
It is a terrible tragedy when those in leadership despise the dream. Worse yet,
some bankrupt leaders will kill not only the dream, but also the dreamer. But in the
end, with a spirit like Josephʼs, the dreamer will find his place in the plan. Godly
leaders should expect this. While we may not have nation-forming, world-changing
dreams like Joseph had, we can expect the Lord to share with us His plans that we
can cherish and nurture. We can also, from time to time, expect resistance from
those above us in the authority structure. At those times we must learn to be patient
and allow God to work His special strategies. Given a time and a chance, God never
fails in our lives nor in our ministries. It is not about our age, our education, our
wealth, or our status in society. It is about what God can do in the life of a willing
servant/leader. It is not about impressive speeches regarding what God has done
through our “special anointing.” It is about humble men and women at the right hand
of God and understanding His grace. It is about simple abandon to revealed
principles that God works in His true disciples.
From Evil To Good
It would be a very long time until Josephʼs brothers would come to grips with the
reality of all of this. The brothers regularly mocked Joseph, calling him “the
dreamer.” They did what they could to compromise his faith and his self-perception,
but they failed in every attempt. They sold him as a slave, seemingly ridding
themselves of this young brother whose dedicated life made them feel so different.
But in the end, they would go from simple older brothers to heads of tribes that would
change everything—and all thanks to young Joseph and his resolve to allow God
room to work. Never complaining even in the worst of straits, Joseph leaned heavily
on an unseen hand in which he had placed his total trust. Many years later, Joseph
took time to explain it all to his brethren in one simple sentence in Genesis 50:20,
“But as for you, ye thought it evil against me; but God meant it unto good, to bring to
pass, as it is this day, to save much people alive.”
It had all started with a simple dream to a young dreamer. While others mocked
and cruelly tried there best to dilute its significance, Joseph held on tenaciously to
what he knew was from God. While not fully understanding, somehow Joseph knew
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enough to hang on and never let go. The dreamer would have to endure the
accusations, the mocking, and the suffering, but given the opportunity in a true
believerʼs heart, the dream would live on and become reality.
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BIGGER EYES
Joshua 14:11
There are few statements in the Bible that are more audacious than this one
uttered by an eighty-five year old champion of the faith! When most are observing
the slow deterioration of their physical faculties, slowing down to a sedentary
lifestyle, and retiring from “active” status, Caleb was looking at himself in Godʼs
mirror and seeing his calling with “bigger” eyes. This perspective that he had and
from which he viewed himself and his role in Israelʼs conquest is a very important
part of the mix necessary for todayʼs church leadership.
Among leaders there are found many proud and sometimes boastful statements
and claims. Sadly, some of these are nothing more than declarations of the flesh,
the wishful belief that they are more than they actually are. The desire to appear
strong in front of others drives some leaders to give the impression that they are
mighty warriors of action; when in actual fact, they are producing very little. But this
was not at all the case with old Caleb.
Caleb had already made a name for himself long before the verse we read above.
In fact, it had been forty-five long years since he had been chosen as one of the
twelve spies to survey the land of Canaan at Mosesʼ request. Joshua and Calebʼs
favorable reports were the only ones that had been in line with Godʼs view of the
situation. While ten of the spies begged Moses to retreat and not even consider
entering the Promised Land, Caleb and his friend Joshua tried their best to convince
the congregation of Israel otherwise: that it was not only possible to dominate the
enemies ahead, but that it was a guaranteed victory that awaited them. They saw
differently, they perceived differently, and they lived differently.
Church leaders need this certain kind of vision that is God-given. Human insight
will never be sufficient to lead the Church into its promises. A truly spiritual view is
needed, and there must be anointed leaders that can see what God sees. This is
not some human quality that we are looking at in this life lesson. It can only be
granted to those leaders who pledge themselves to be faithful stewards of the gifts
that the Lord wants to provide. The constant challenge for leaders is to “position”
themselves for usefulness. This means that
leaders can, if they choose to do so, make
Leaders	
  need	
  more	
  than	
  human	
  
themselves ready and enabled to receive the view
insight,	
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  need	
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  spiritual	
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  that	
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  God-‐given.	
  
perspective that Caleb used, and these bigger
eyes are still essential to leaders today.
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Sometimes, Itʼs In The Name
Interestingly enough, Calebʼs name was perfectly chosen at birth for his calling
and his future. And it is fascinating to note that the only two spies who were truly
accurate in their assessments of the promises of Canaan had names that meant
“capable” (Caleb,) and “salvation” (Joshua.) Only these two spies would survive to
enter into the promise that they saw many years before. Only a genuinely saved and
capable leader would carry the people forward into what God had reserved for them.
Leaders can be no less.
“Capable,” of course, cannot refer to some inherent carnal personal trait of Caleb.
It was instead the image that God had prepared for him from the beginning of his life.
In a sense, he was born capable, yet it remained up to him and the choices he made
throughout his life as to whether or not this appellation would prove its validity. And
so it is with our leadership today. Called to be fully capable by the will of God, we
still must live up to the calling and make the choices that make us true leaders.
Wrong decisions and poor choices will erase the impact of the calling and negate the
part of the promise with which we are held responsible. The difference in the spies
as they surveyed the luscious fields before them was simply in the way that they
viewed them. For ten men, they saw the giants and the impossibilities of the task.
For two, they saw what God saw—the reality of the victory even before the battles
had begun. These were not their own eyes they were seeing through—they were
much bigger.
A Heavenly Mirror
The story of Caleb is not, however, only a story of how he was able to see the
promise. It is also a great illustration of how true spiritual leadership sees itself. The
manner in which we look at Godʼs promises in front of us all starts with the way that
we see ourselves. Again, we must never fall prey to the kind of thinking that
connects spiritual accomplishment to human strength. Caleb recognized his
strength as being from the Lord Almighty and he learned to rely on that. Leaders in
the Church must learn the same. But it starts with taking a look in Godʼs mirror and
seeing ourselves the way He sees us.
This heavenly mirror provides a view and spiritual perspective that can be found
nowhere else. It alone sheds light on the realities of this life and beyond. It alone
provides the vision needed to guide the congregation forward in its divine
responsibilities. It alone provides the insight necessary for understanding how, why,
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and when leaders must act decisively for the sake of the Kingdom of God. But
where do leaders find this mirror?
It starts of course in prayer and in true contemplation of the Word of God. These
two sources of inspiration are paramount in a leaderʼs personal development.
Without them, a leader is sure to stumble. In fact, the leader will nearly always, in
the absence of godly inspiration, find a source of inspiration all their own. The end
result is certain as predicted by Jesus Himself: “And if the blind lead the blind, both
shall fall into the ditch.”
The Bible will indeed give us a clear view of the Church and its spiritual gifts,
talents, and abilities. That is in a general sense. More specifically, however, a
leader must find his own image as seen with Godʼs eyesight, and this often
commences in sincere prayer. Taking the general capabilities as described in the
Word of God and then seeing them focused on our individual callings is something
special for a leader. Preaching, teaching, and study of the Word of God while
meditating on Him in prayer is a combination that will surely illuminate the sight of
any leader. But there remains another very important aspect for every Caleb. In the
famous scene set in 1 Samuel 17, David sees the challenges of Goliath in a
completely different way than the rest. David, a mere youth in comparison to the
army surrounding him, is the only one able to stand up to the giantʼs threats. What
made him so different?
David had certainly had his private times of quiet reflection on the enormity of
God and His ways. Years spent with the flocks had given him ample opportunity to
come to personally know his God. In addition, however, was the opportunity to gain
valuable experience regarding Godʼs working in him and through him. In accepting
the challenge that day to defy Goliath on the field of battle, David recounted his
experience of his recent past. Probably sometime in the defense of his sheep, David
had slain both a lion and a bear with his own hands—both were virtual
impossibilities, yet they were part of Davidʼs experience and therefore had become
part of Davidʼs character. He could recognize the prompting of the Spirit of God into
action. And this was an invaluable part of his training for present and future
leadership roles.
In Davidʼs case, he had discovered God, and in
so doing he had discovered himself. Added to that
was his experience of victory over the lion and the
bear when empowered by this awesome God, and
that was the combination that made the difference
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that fateful day. Church leaders are certainly fond of proclaiming the exploits that
God has performed around them. But some leaders never learn how God can work
His miraculous power in them. And there is a huge difference in the two.
Following To Lead
In Deuteronomy 1:36, we see another aspect of Calebʼs success throughout his
many years of ministry to Israel:
“Save Caleb the son of Jephunneh; he shall see it, and to him will I give the land that
he hath trodden upon, and to his children, because he hath wholly followed the
Lord.”
These were the words of the Lord in the form of a promise to Caleb and his family
in response to his faithfulness. He had “wholly followed” the Lord. He had been
called, and he had answered the call as one of the spies. He had gone on the
mission and faithfully fulfilled his responsibility. And he had dared to look with Godʼs
eyes at the situation and give an accurate report in the face of major opposition by
the congregation of Israel. Should leaders today do any less?
It is an absolute certainty that in Jesusʼ Kingdom, to be a great leader, one must
be a great follower. This does not mean that we start as a follower and end as a
leader. In actual fact, we start as a follower and continue
as a follower as we transition into leadership roles.
Good	
  leaders	
  never	
  
Leaders do not suddenly become rogue commanders
stop	
  following.	
  
exercising their control over others according to their own
whims. Instead, true spiritual leaders continue to “wholly
follow” as Caleb did—all the way to senior leadership responsibilities.
Imagine how painful it must have been for the visionaries Joshua and Caleb to
head back into the wilderness with the multitudes in Israel who had refused the
timely promise. How often they must have contemplated together the sad turn of
events. Instead of possessing the land that God had promised His people, they
were now back in the desert with many years to pass before they could re-find the
dream and make it a reality. Yet there is no record of their complaints. There was
no murmuring from these two faithful followers. They continued to wholly follow the
leadership of God through His servant, Moses. The promise would come in its own
time if they simply held on and never doubted. Indeed, a man such as Caleb was
set apart, but this was predicated on his positioning himself as a follower first, and a
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leader second. The punishment may have fallen on him because of the sins of
others, but the reward would surely be his because of his tremendous faithfulness.
“It Was In My Heart”
These words come from the verse in Joshua 14:7 as Caleb explained his
personal promise as given by his God. He reiterated to Joshua the background that
justified the request for a portion of land that he was about to make. In doing so,
Caleb used these words,
“Forty years old was I when Moses the servant of the Lord sent me from
Kadeshbarnea to espy out the land; and I brought him word again as it was in my
heart.”
His report had come from his heart! In other words, Godʼs view had become
Calebʼs view. What God had seen in the land of promise was now in Calebʼs heart
forever. He had seen with much bigger eyes the land flowing with milk and honey,
and Caleb was ready to possess it in the fullest sense. This is what makes great
leadership today. There are men and women who dare to see with Godʼs eyes, and
what they see enters into the deepest parts of their hearts. It is no wonder that
leaders like Caleb can ask to be given the portion of land that is the most challenging
to possess. In Calebʼs case he asked for the very portion of the promise that was
filled with the giant enemies that had so terrified the other spies many years before.
Now an old man, Caleb was undeterred in his quest because he still held Godʼs view
in his heart.
“Give me this mountain!” was the cry of Caleb. Forty-five years later, he still saw
himself the same as ever—capable in Godʼs eyes—and still ready as always to
venture forth and conquer even more. Although Israel found itself now in Canaan,
there were still some who winced at the thought of defying the sons of Anakim—but
not Caleb. These giants were no more than grasshoppers to this great leader. The
eyes that God had given Caleb were huge. And the understanding that he clung to
was not only in his head, but deep in his heart. There really is something that we call
“the heart of a leader.” Itʼs a place where God can freely share his view of reality,
where God and His true followers fellowship regularly, and where dreams are born
and come to actuality. Leaders need a heart like that—they need a heart like
Calebʼs.
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“TURN YOU, AND TAKE YOUR JOURNEY”
Deuteronomy 1:6-7
For nearly a year, the Israelites had camped near the base of Mount Sinai, also
known as Mount Horeb. It was a very special place. There, Moses had climbed the
mountain and, alone with the Lord, had received the law written on tablets of stone
by the finger of God Almighty. There, the congregation of Israel had been numbered
and assigned various responsibilities in the administration of the fledgling nation.
And there, they enjoyed a time of preparation for the road ahead, a road that would
demand their total submission, faith, and obedience.
Sadly, the Israelites left Horeb without having taken the necessary steps in their
growth—as individuals or as a nation. From Horeb to Kadeshbarnea, from where
the twelve spies were sent out to survey the Promised Land, was a journey of only
eleven days. Only eleven days separated them from the first glimpse of the special
land that God had prepared for them. In less than two weeks they could have gone
from finding their identity at Horeb to finding their inheritance in Canaan. But the
Bible records a different story.
Because of the unbelief of the multitude after hearing the negative reports of ten
of the spies, the Lord directed Moses to guide the people back into the wilderness
from which they had come. And for thirty-eight more years they wandered in the
deserts of Sinai. Whatever it was that they were supposed to have received at
Horeb to prepare for the journey ahead was still lacking. And this deficiency
manifested itself as unbelief once they took a look at the challenges of conquering
Canaan. Instead of heeding the call to turn and take their God-ordained journey,
they fell back into murmuring and complaining as multiple thousands died in the
sandy and rocky wilderness.
God wanted a strong and vibrant nation to step into the Promise He had carefully
crafted. He brought Israel out of the bonds of slavery in Egypt to walk a new path
and inherit a new dwelling place. But they fell short. Todayʼs Church finds itself in a
similar situation. Brought out of the bondage of sin and corruption, separated from
the past by a water of separation in baptism, we are called to walk in what Paul
called in Romans 6:4, “newness of life.” Once we discover our true identity in Christ,
it is a short journey to the Promise—but will we, like Israel, fail to complete the
journey?
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Something had gone terribly wrong at Horeb. It had been, however, the perfect
environment in which the children of Israel should have grown strong and fit for the
battles ahead. The presence of God was there in a very mighty way. Moses was
the perfect leader for the time and was fully capable to guide the nation if they had
simply complied with Godʼs will. An administration of sorts had been set up that
would help Moses in managing such a throng of people. The tribes had been
assigned their specific tasks in the overall scheme. Yes, it was all in place, but
something still lacked—something that would prevent their inheritance of the
Promise. And this is something that every Christian leader should understand
clearly.
The Sum And Its Parts
The philosopher Aristotle is credited with the adage, “The whole is greater than
the sum of its parts.” In many cases, this is true enough. But what is the sum
without the parts? The Church as a whole is in some ways greater than the
individuals that it consists of, yet there would be no Church without those same
individuals!
The point here is that the spirit, attitude, integrity, and talents of the Church are in
fact the result of the individual membership as they carry out their respective
responsibilities in the Body of Christ. And herein lies a principle for church leaders.
Without the capability and readiness of the members (especially the leaders) of the
congregation, the local church will go nowhere. The same applies for the national
church context. Without individual local churches catching the vision and making it a
daily reality, the national work is doomed to languish in its lethargy.
This was the problem at Horeb for the Israelites. Although organized by tribes,
led by Moses, and chosen of God, the congregation as a whole still remained
unready to enter into the promise because the individuals of those tribes never felt
personally responsible for the success or failure of the enterprise. Leaders need to
connect with this principle. The Church will
not advance simply because “it” is called to
Leaders	
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greater conquests if the members do not
individual	
  callings	
  in	
  order	
  for	
  any	
  
personally respond to their individual calls to
church	
  to	
  move	
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ministry.
Many local church members patiently wait for the pastor to see revival. Many
congregations with their pastors wait to see the national organization reach its
potential. But without the members trained, equipped, and sent forth into the
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harvest, who will reap? And if no local churches live up to their God-given potential,
how can a national work thrive?
Israel left Mount Horeb thinking they were ready, but very few had made
themselves ready to accept the challenge that lay ahead. And when the eleven days
passed and they were confronted with the reality of going into a battle against what
they considered to be giants, all hope was abandoned in a moment of time. This
was to be a journey for the people of Israel—not simply the sum of its parts, but each
and every part as they worked together in the will of their God.
Going, Not Gazing
The striking scene in Acts 1:9-11 reminds us of how easy it is to get focused on
the wrong thing. Jesus was making His final comments before His ascension, and a
crowd of several hundred watched and listened on the Mount of Olivet outside
Jerusalem. Here He was, in His resurrected form, exhorting them concerning the
heavenly gift that was to be given in just a short while. The emphasis of the passage
is on the expedient necessity of going back to Jerusalem and finding the gift. But
verse 11 brings the reproof by what appears to be an angelic messenger, “…why
stand ye gazing into heaven?” They were so caught up in the ascension of their
Lord that they missed the urgency of the transition taking place. This was not the
time for gazing; it was the time for going—going to Jerusalem first, and then into the
entire world with His gospel.
Israelʼs behavior was not too distant from those in Acts 1. The urgency of the
hour was to turn and take their journey—to cross over, take the promise in their
hands, and become the nation that God had ordained. But they had grown
somewhat comfortable in Horeb. Perhaps like the angels in Acts, Joshua and Caleb
did their best to reprove the crowd and urge them forward to Canaan, but at
Kadeshbarnea, fear ruled and the day was lost. So what exactly did this great nation
of people miss while at Horeb?
A Year In Preparation…
Upon close examination it is clear that the Israelites gained much valuable help
during their many months at Mount Horeb. For example, they found:

•

Strengthening: They were able to rest from the journey out of Egypt and they
grew in number during that period.
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•

Revelation: They were shown more of Godʼs power and experienced His
miraculous provision during this time.

•
•
•

Instruction: They were instructed regarding Who God was and what He wanted.

•

Organization: This was put in place according to tribes, the appointment of
captains, and the geographical orientation of the various families and tribes.

•

Victory: While it was limited and conditional, Israel had certainly seen it first hand.

Identity: They gained a sense of who they were in Godʼs Kingdom.
Anointing: This was conditional and specific to the task, but it was certainly
there—on the nation and on its leaders.

This year of preparation was not unlike what takes place today in the local
church. The same list could be applied to us and what we enjoy at the hands of
capable leaders that lead us forward in our personal spiritual growth. But the
comfortable surroundings of the local assembly will never be enough if we merely
remain there while letting the God-given vision slip away. The Church is called to
move forward—in quality and in quantity. The quality comes first, as it should have
in Horeb. The quantity comes next as we march triumphantly into the promises
ahead through evangelistic maturity.
“Your” Journey
The word “your” is not a mistake in Deuteronomy 1:7. It was never supposed to
be, “take a journey.” It was never to be “take any journey.” Instead, it was a specific
journey for a specific group of believers. Leaders understand this in any Christian
context, whether local, regional, or national. It is a specific journey that we are to
undertake, and it is, in fact, our journey.
The reality, however, is that many in the group
will not quite catch the significance of the mandate.
But leaders will and they must. Leaders will
understand the impact of verse 6, when God told
them,

Leaders	
  recognize	
  that	
  the	
  journey	
  
toward	
  the	
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Church	
  is	
  a	
  personal	
  one.	
  

“Ye have dwelt long enough in this mount…”
The time of preparations was over. What was necessary for Israel to have before
the journey had already been shared. But did they grasp it? It was time to move on
and take on a much bigger challenge with a greater reward. What they needed to
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accomplish the objective had already been given out, but did they receive it? The
Lord had shown them how He would always go before them, but would they follow?
What about leaders today?
Unfortunately, there was one more thing that they did not learn while at the foot of
Mount Horeb. And this was the painful experience regarding the necessity of
purging unbelieving leadership from the body. Where they had been called to go
demanded leaders that could see the prize and participate with God in His total
victory. Even with nearly a year in the preparations for their departure, they had
never addressed this necessity. And so, with the prize in view, only days from the
beginning of permanent victory, they shrank back due to the unbelief of key
members of the congregation. We cannot afford the same mistake in todayʼs
leadership. The times demand men and women of resolve, integrity, and action.
Christian leaders must be able, with one unified voice, to articulate the vision of God
for revival and harvest, and see the Lord carry the Church through to every promise.
Without the purge, they simply could not enter in.
Senior leaders today are responsible for the teaching needed that provides this.
By regular instruction regarding our identity, our calling, our past, our future, and our
promise, we can expect the next levels of leadership to join the cause and help the
body move forward in harmony. Without this instruction, we are doomed to listen to
the ten spies and ignore the pleas of the only two with any vision of Godʼs reality.
Every part of the Body of Christ must have its proper nucleus members, those who
understand the promise and who eagerly join themselves to the battle.
That, in essence, is what they missed at Horeb—the “you” in “your.” The journey
for that first group that left Egypt with Moses never became personal enough. In
Godʼs view, this was their journey and He had given them all they needed for the
conquest at just the right time. There was no mistake in His plan. But there was a
glaring absence in the leadership of the personal revelation necessary for such
victory. And when the moment came to prove their allegiance, they faltered and
failed. Not even Moses, Joshua, and Caleb could overcome the spirit of unbelief that
showed itself alive and well in the congregation of Israel. Deuteronomy 1:20-21
reads,
“And I said unto you, Ye are come unto the mountain of the Amorites, which the Lord
our God doth give unto us. Behold, the Lord thy God hath set the land before thee:
go up and possess it, as the Lord God of thy fathers hath said unto thee; fear not,
and neither be discouraged.”
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The time was right, the preparations were right, and the plan was perfect, but they
missed it all. Leaders can and do make the difference. They can dilute the vision
and spoil the promise. Or, they can rally the body and lead them onward into great
spiritual conquests. But leaders have to choose which way they will take. This is our
journey.
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“MUCH MORE THAN THIS…”
2 Chronicles 25:5-9
For many, many years, the Israelites had struggled against their constant
enemies, the Moabites, the Ammonites, and the children of Seir. The territory east of
the Jordan River remained a troublesome area for the new nation of Israel. And
down through the years, the struggle continued off and on for several generations.
The Power Of Real Prayer
One of the major victories against these enemies took place during the reign of
Jehoshaphat, king of Judah. In 2 Chronicles 20 we can read the riveting story of
Judahʼs valiant faith against them. The giant combined army of the enemy was
poised to attack Judah and destroy the people of God. But in Jehoshaphatʼs hour of
desperation, he called a solemn fast and in 2 Chronicles 20:6-12 he prayed in the
house of the Lord:
“O Lord God of our fathers, art not thou God in heaven? And rulest not thou over all
the kingdoms of the heathen? And in thine hand is there not power and might, so
that none is able to withstand thee?” (verse 6)
This prayer and its content is a classic illustration of biblical faith. For Christians
today, it is a textbook example of praying. As one reads through those seven
verses, it is interesting to note the structure of the prayer and how effective it really
is.
We might be inclined to think at first that Jehoshaphat was trying to remind God
of something that God already knew. But far from that, the king was actually praying
on behalf of Judah, stating what he knew of the Lordʼs greatness, and reminding the
people of the faithfulness of God. In other words, the kingʼs prayer is one of recommitment and submission to the only true God and Savior. It is a statement of
what a believer knows when he is truly committed. It is a re-affirmation of the
covenant made by God to stand by them and protect them, giving them victory as
they remain wholly dedicated to Him and His will.
Christian prayer in times of danger and crisis often follows the same thought. We
restate the greatness of God, what He has always done according to His word, and
how we find ourselves in complete surrender to Him in our hour of need. This was
no lazy or cheap praying done by the king that day! And the answer in verses 15-17
was wonderful in its magnitude:
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“Be not afraid nor dismayed by reason of this great multitude; for the battle is not
yours, but Godʼs….Ye shall not need to fight in this battle: set yourselves, stand ye
still, and see the salvation of the Lord with you…”
Let us take another look at the prayer and its results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

In verse 6, the king had started with the Priority of the threat
In verse 7, he spoke of the Promise of God to the children of Abraham
In verse 9, there was the Pledge of Judah to the covenant
In verse 12, there followed the actual Prayer request of an entire nation
In verse 15, the answer came in divine Protection, for it was Godʼs battle, and
Finally, in verse 20, we see the promise of Power through faith

A Familiar Enemy
Five generations after Jehoshaphat, a new king ruled in Jerusalem. His name
was Amaziah, and although the Bible tells us that his reign started well enough, he
made serious mistakes that leaders would do well to learn from.
The same old enemy had gathered its forces and once again threatened the
kingdom of Judah. But Amaziahʼs response could not be more opposite than his
predecessor, Jehoshaphat! There was no humble prayer; there was no solemn fast
called on behalf of a nation in need; and there was no king bowed in Godʼs house
crying out with such an urgent consecration. Instead, Amaziah turned to the power
of self, and formulated his own simple strategy.
He started by “numbering” the potential army of Judah. He made a careful
assessment of the strength of his troops for battle, and in doing so; he came to the
conclusion that he needed even more military capability. So he made the dangerous
mistake of hiring mercenary troops from neighboring Israel. Joash, the king of Israel
(at the time when the kingdoms of Judah and Israel were still divided,) was a wicked
ruler that held no respect for the true Kingdom of God. It was with this backslidden
despot that Amaziah made his deal. For one hundred talents of silver, Amaziah
made an agreement to hire one hundred thousand soldiers from Samaria. His
intentions were clear: with more troops, even these bought with money from a people
who had turned their backs to God, he would ensure the victory against the enemy.
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How interesting it is to note that this enemy that menaced Judah is the same
enemy that had brought their terrible threats against Jehoshaphat five generations
before. In those days, God had declared that it was His battle according to His
unshakeable covenant with His people. But Amaziah took no notice of this and
somehow the past and its great conclusion had escaped his memory. He never
even contemplated that the battle could still be the Lordʼs.
To Obey Or Not To Obey?
Fortunately for Amaziah, an unnamed man of God came and declared to the king
the danger of making such deals with Israel. He exposed the folly of trying to defeat
one enemy by using troops from another enemy! In verse 7, the messenger simply
stated, “…for the Lord is not with Israel…” This should have been simple enough
logic for Amaziah to understand, but there was a significant complication for this
short-sighted king. He had already made the agreement, the Samaritan soldiers had
already been paid for their services, and it would be a great loss indeed to go back
on the deal. There would, after all, be the loss of a great amount of precious silver,
and there would be the embarrassment of the king changing his mind so suddenly in
full view of all concerned. He would lose face in the eyes of his counterpart in Israel
and become the laughingstock of the region if he tried to undo what he had already
started. Amaziahʼs question to the man of God, however, points out an area of
concern for leaders in todayʼs revival. And the answer by the prophet should
become a maxim for leadership everywhere.
“And Amaziah said to the man of God, But what shall we do for the hundred talents
which I have given to the army of Israel? And the man of God answered, The Lord is
able to give thee much more than this.”
Real Loss And Real Gain
The concern of the king was in some respects a genuine one. He would lose
both the silver and the perceived strength of one hundred thousand fighters. But the
reality totally escaped him, and this should be the first point that leaders recognize in
the story. What is real gain and what exactly is genuine loss? And who decides
which is which? Who is it that sees the end from the beginning and who alone can
claim to be the beginning and the end of all things? Leaders know, of course, that
God alone fills this role.
Matthew 19:26 tells us that all things remain possible with God. Psalm 24:8
reminds us that He is the King of glory who is strong and mighty in battle. Before the
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deal was made, Amaziah should certainly have reconsidered the threat and made a
more godly decision. Without giving God the opportunity to show Himself strong on
behalf of Judah, Amaziah had completely cut the
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the troops, and then look for sufficient additional
help, even if that meant hiring them from a backslidden king in Israel. While Matthew
19:26 and Psalm 24:8 are certainly true, they are rendered ineffective unless acted
upon correctly by real believing leaders. Amaziah single-handedly took the power
out of these scriptural truths.
God had told Jehoshaphat in the very same situation, “Be not afraid…” Amaziah,
on the other hand, was so terrified that he was willingly to negotiate with an ungodly
tyrant like Joash to fulfill his feeble strategy. Leaders cannot afford to make this
same error. In reality, all battles that are confronted in the will of God belong to the
Lord! We may from time to time create our own struggles when we make poor
decisions and pursue plans outside of God, but when we encounter the enemy in the
course of working with the
Lord in His fields of conquest, we must rely completely on Him to give us the insight
and help needed for victory.
The second part of Amaziahʼs poor judgment appears when he asked about the
loss of the silver. This is the same feeling and temptation that seizes Christian
leadership so frequently. A bad decision had been made, and the only real solution
was to undo it and make it right in Godʼs way of
thinking. There really was no alternative for
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becomes a matter of correcting it. The very good
news in all this is that, once we repent from
missing the will of God, immediately the “new” will of God appears and we can refind our place in His work. It is not a time to contemplate what we could have, would
have, or should have done. It is not a time in which to ponder only the loss of what
has already been invested. Change is necessary and must be expediently effected.
The regret that Amaziah felt regarding the loss of the silver was addressed very
strikingly by the statement of the man of God: “The Lord is able to give thee much
more than this.” Truer words were never spoken! What we leaders give up in the
world when surrendering to Godʼs will is not really a loss at all. Jesus asked what a
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man would give up for the sake of his soul. And what, after all, was one hundred
talents of silver to God? And what was the silver worth in exchange for a kingʼs
certainty that he was in Godʼs hand and doing His bidding? Leaders may, from time
to time, wonder secretly about all that they have “given up” for the sake of following
Jesus. But the reality remains that He is able to give us much more than that.
Not A Perfect Heart
Here was the real problem. Verse 2 tells us that Amaziah did what was right, but
not with a “perfect” heart. One version of the Bible says here, “…not with an
undivided mind.” Another translation says, “…only not with a whole heart.” Either
way, we can see the spiritual issue. He wanted to act as a godly king. He wanted to
show himself strong on behalf of Judah. He wanted to exercise his authority in a
clear show of victory. But he went about it in a very wrong way. He was focused on
a narrow-minded and carnal way of trying to accomplish something that should have
been handled with spiritual discipline and real faith. And there are no substitutes for
those.
For Amaziah, troops from the enemy meant strength. But spiritual leadership
finds its strength in God alone. Amaziah would regret the loss of precious silver. But
godly leaders know that God can supply whatever they need whenever they need it.
They also recognize that there must be no regret over loss when it is time to make a
necessary change. Orienting us back toward Godʼs will and work is never a mistake,
and any loss sustained therein is not really a loss at all! Amaziah obeyed the man of
God, but still never fully understood the principle, and never really changed much.
Although Amaziah obeyed the proclamation of the man of God, and even though
God had granted Judah a significant victory over their adversaries once the battle
had begun, afterwards, Amaziah still had not learned the important life lesson.
Amazingly, instead of giving God glory and thanks for His kindness and mercy, the
king, in verse 14, “…brought the gods of the children of Seir, and set them up to be
his gods, and bowed himself before them, and burned incense unto them.”
A perfect heart speaks of having a complete heart—and we can only be complete
in the Lord. But Amaziah was still far from finding the fulfillment and purpose that is
only attained by total surrender. Even after such a triumph granted by God despite
this double-minded kingʼs unsteady behavior, Amaziah immediately seized hold of
the false deities of Seir and brought them home to worship in Jerusalem. Clearly he
hoped to find some further carnal and demonic advantage for future endeavors by
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giving obeisance to these heathen idols. The truth of Proverbs 16:2 remains,
however:
“All the ways of a man are clean in his own eyes; but the Lord weigheth the spirits.”
To Amaziah, any means to gain any kind of advantage was sufficient for the
need, but real leaders know better than that. Godʼs way carried out in Godʼs timing
is the key to true accomplishment in the Kingdom of God. And there will never be a
substitute for His strength working in us to support our labors in the field, and for His
power propelling us in the arena of spiritual combat.
Leaders must try to learn the meaning of the prophetʼs words to Amaziah in verse
8, “…for God hath power to help, and to cast down.”
God can defeat any enemy, overcome any challenge, and surmount any obstacle as
we turn to Him in humility, asking for His direction and listening carefully for His
counsel. Hebrews 4:16 puts it this way,
“Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy,
and find grace to help in time of need.”
But, as was the case with Amaziah, God can also bring down the very best laid plans
and schemes of any man at any time. The rest of Amaziahʼs sad reign is nothing but
disaster. Judah suffered instead of prospering under
Godʼs mighty hand. Jerusalem was sacked, the
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stripped of its treasures, all at the hands of the same
armies of Israel that Amaziah had tried to hire earlier.
Leaders donʼt need mercenary armies at their side. And they donʼt need the gods
of this world to protect and bless them. Todayʼs leaders need to find the throne of
grace. And there, our losses will seem petty as we glimpse the true gain of knowing
and trusting Jesus.
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LEARNING FROM LIES
1 Kings 21:25 & 2 Chronicles 18:1

As detestable as it may at first sound, there are times when Christian leaders can
learn valuable lessons by examining lies. We are not talking about listening to the
father of liars, but rather discovering in the Bible the genuineness of claims and
statements made by various characters, the veracity of not only their words, but their
actions. Many good life lessons can be drawn from the mistakes that others have
made, and there is no better source for these examples than in the Word of God.
In this chapter we will look specifically in one chapter of the Bible. Many Bible
students refer to Hebrews 11 as the “faith chapter” of the Bible. But there are so
many examples of lies and deceit in this single chapter of 2 Chronicles 18 that
perhaps it could be known as the “liarʼs chapter” of the Bible. And the very opening
of the chapter begins with a most curious statement. Jehoshaphat, the King of
Judah, the man so greatly used in prayer and humility in the last life lesson we
studied, is guilty here of something that is almost incomprehensible. But looking
deeper we can see the root of this evil alliance that he makes with the man who is
undoubtedly one of the worst tyrants that ruled over Israel or Judah.
Unholy Matrimony
At some point in time, and for reasons unknown, Jehoshaphat had allowed his
son, Jehoram, to marry one of the daughters of Ahab. Ahab, King of Israel and
husband to the essentially demonic Jezebel, is an example of nearly everything that
could be labeled ungodly, and this was certainly no secret to Jehoshaphat.
Nonetheless, Jehoram marries Jezebelʼs own daughter.
Was it in some kind of peace alliance that the marriage was carried out? There
was, in fact, a period of peace between the two divided nations during the reign of
Jehoshaphat. But there was also peace with several other nations at the same time.
Jehoshaphat was so feared by his enemies and so blessed by God that many
nations were afraid to wage war against the mighty army of Judah. Whatever the
reason, Jehoshaphat had a royal and spiritual responsibility to disallow such an
alliance. But he failed in this, and they married. It was not until after Jehoshaphatʼs
death and Jehoramʼs ascension to the throne that we see the direct result that this illconceived marriage had on Judah as a whole. The story told in 2 Chronicles 21 of
Jehoramʼs reign is a horrible tale of tragedy and grief that overtakes the nation due to
the spiritual infidelity committed by this son of Jehoshaphat. Marrying into Ahab and
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Jezebelʼs family was like taking a venomous serpent by the tail, and Jehoram was
bitten and the deadly poison slowly consumed him and the nation that he ruled.
Herein is the lesson of lie number one. “Jehoshaphat joined affinity with Ahab.”
In truth, this could never be. In fact, this was a good king trying to live a lie. And this
is where leaders should sit up and take note of something that seems so innocuous,
yet turned so toxic. Other translations of the verse bring specific light on the real
reason behind the marriage:
“…and he formed a marriage-alliance with Ahab.” (American Baptist Publication
Society)
“…and allied himself by marriage by Ahab.” (The Jerusalem Bible)
For Jehoshaphat to even consider an “affinity” with
Ahab was truly preposterous. To try and live this
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Ahab was. What may appear as a strategy to bring
peace might well turn into spiritual disaster when
leaders begin to bargain with the devil, however enticing it may look.
I Am As Thou Art
This was Jehoshaphatʼs reply to Ahab when asked to help the Israelites in battle
to regain the territory known as Ramothgilead. This land had originally been given
by God to Israel, but more recently taken away by the Syrians. Ahabʼs intent was to
take it back, but he knew he would need the strength of Jehoshaphatʼs vast armies.
Jehoshaphatʼs reply to the request is another exaggerated lie: “I am as thou art, and
my people as thy people…” This simply could not be the case. If it were indeed
true, then Judah was as backslidden as Israel, and Jehoshaphat as corrupt as Ahab.
Rulers and politicians may find it a convenient form of diplomacy to make such
statements, but Christian leaders need to take the higher road. The only way for
leadership to plan the way forward begins with knowing the present status of the
Church. Lumping the Church together in the same category with Ahab and the
Samaritans would be inaccurate at best. The true identity of the body of Christ
should be known by its leaders, and statements such as Jehoshaphatʼs only muddy
the waters. His decision to go to war alongside Ahab was another matter, and he did
not need the pleasantries of complimenting Ahab as part of the decision-making
process. Entering into the military alliance or refusing such a request had to be
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based solely on the will of God and the spiritual correctness of the situation, not
some false form of statesmanship.
Professional Prophets
When the King of Judah asked Ahab to enquire of God on the matter of the
planned attack, Ahab was happy to comply. But the inquiry was no more than a
sham at best. These so-called prophets were there at the kingʼs side to tell him not
what he needed to hear, but just simply what he wanted to hear. They probably
were experts indeed, but not at hearing from God. They were very good instead at
discerning the kingʼs opinion before they prophesied. In other words, they were
good at guessing what he wanted in their answer “from God.” Ahab lived this lie as
part of his carnal reign. For leaders like him, it was
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have always followed this tack, but spiritual leaders
seek a higher source of wisdom and true God-given guidance. At least in this,
Jehoshaphat saw the inherent danger and requested a real man of God to speak on
the matter.
While the false prophets of Ahabʼs court sounded their agreement with the kingʼs
strategy, and while they predicted a guaranteed victory for the wicked king, a lone
and faithful prophet of the true God made his way to the podium. The man of God
had been warned by his keepers that it was in his best interests to agree with the
other prophets and please the king, but this man was set on the truth and the truth is
what he would give. Interestingly enough, what sounds like a lie comes forth from
this good man in verse 14,
“And he said, Go ye up, and prosper, and they shall be delivered into your hand.”
This pronouncement was dripping with sarcasm. Even Ahab recognized this
prophesy as a joke, a humiliating caricature of what the other four hundred useless
prophets had agreed upon. The good man of God had mocked the others in his
“agreement,” but everyone including him knew it was not the truth. It wasnʼt long
until the prophet went on to speak the actual truth in condemning the plan and
prophesying disaster if Ahab was to embark on this planned attack. In actuality, this
prophesy contains the most truth found in the entire chapter. His specific words
about the situation in Israel are found in verse 16,
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“Then he said, I did see all Israel scattered upon the mountains, as sheep that have
no shepherd: and the Lord said, These have no master; let them return therefore
every man to his house in peace.”
The prophet went on to explain how God had allowed a lying spirit to possess these
four hundred false prophets and spoil their words. This was indeed too humiliating
and negative for Ahab to hear, so he ordered the imprisonment of this good and
faithful man of God. Strangely enough, even though Jehoshaphat had asked for a
true prophet to speak, he did nothing to change the mind of Ahab after he had heard
the true words of the Lord. What a living paradox Jehoshaphat proved to be that
day! And so, the two kings decided then and there to launch the attack on
Ramothgilead.
Royal Robes
Then Ahab made a strange request to Jehoshaphat in verse 29,
“I will disguise myself, and will go to the battle; but put thou on thy robes.”
Reading further we can easily discover the strategy behind this curious request.
Dressing like the other soldiers of Israel, Ahab would be concealed or disguised in
the midst of the conflict. But with the king of Judah dressed in his resplendent royal
attire, he would stand out from the rest. It was as if Ahab already knew that the
Syrian king had commanded that his soldiers ignore everything except the King of
Israel during the battle. Evidently it was their strategy to kill the head and watch the
rest of the army collapse without its royal leader.
Sure enough, Jehoshaphat was quickly spotted and the Syrians made a quick
and violent attack against him. Only Jehoshaphatʼs anguished cry to God saved him
from certain death. But Ahab would enjoy no such deliverance. A Syrian archer
launched an arrow at random into the air, not knowing his target. But guided by a
divine hand, the arrow found its mark and slew the evil Ahab. His attempts at hiding
himself amidst the army had failed.
It was all a big lie with Ahab. It seems that his main intention in the battle was
more than just defeating the Syrians. Part of the plan demanded that Jehoshaphat
stand out clearly as a king and thereby be attacked and slain. For some reason
Ahab wanted the King of Judah dead. Ahab was willing enough to wear his royal
robes at court and in public to show off his exalted position, but in the heat of this
battle, he was terrified of the consequences.
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Leaders are “real” people. They have integrity. They are the same wherever and
whenever. They wear the same spiritual robe at every
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in an attempt to unseat them from their positions of
spiritual responsibility. This would be hypocrisy, or put simply, living a lie.
Driven By Lies
This same story is related in 1 Kings 22. And it is interesting to note that it follows
on the heels of the story of Ahabʼs assassination of a good man, Naboth, over the
value of a mere vineyard. Ahab was possessed with the idea of having ownership of
Nabothʼs property, but Naboth was a man that followed the scriptures and knew that
the property was his God-given inheritance. It was not a point of negotiation, even
with a king such as Ahab. So the king created a story of lies to have Naboth found
guilty of blasphemy. The price this faithful man paid for maintaining his integrity was
death. And Ahab had his vineyard.
How proud and victorious he must have felt that day. Was it in the same line of
thinking that Ahab conspired to see Jehoshaphat slain in battle? Did a carnal and
devilish scheme that “worked” once guarantee another victory for this misdirected
and evil king? When leaders such as Ahab enjoy a taste of victory by deception,
there is no stopping them from pursuing their wicked strategies to the harm of
whomever gets in their way. But on the battlefield that day, the liar and his
deceptions died.
It is equally fascinating to note that it is shortly after his deliverance in 2
Chronicles 18 that Jehoshaphat excels in humility and dedication in Chapter 20.
Perhaps something touched the King of Judah that day during the battle. Perhaps
he had a real taste of being in league with the devil, if only for a short time. For when
the enemy next threatened him and his country, Jehoshaphat prayed earnestly for
Godʼs opinion on how to deal with it.
Itʼs true—good leaders can learn from bad lies. And this “liarʼs chapter” supplies
us with several life lessons for leaders.
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A COVENANT OF SALT
2 Chronicles 13:5
The ubiquitous seasoning that is found on nearly every dining table today has
enjoyed an interesting history. In earlier times it was considered so desirable that
salt was in some parts of the world used as currency. It was used throughout the
ancient Middle East as a symbol of agreement in negotiations and hence to “seal a
covenant” made between two parties. Early on, man discovered its preservative
qualities for food storage. And, of course, its potential to change the flavor of food
cannot be left off the list of saltʼs capabilities and usefulness.
For the Hebrews, salt became an essential element in their worship of the Lord as
far back as the Law given to Moses. In Leviticus 2:13, it was commanded,
“And every oblation of thy meat offering shalt thou season with salt; neither shalt
thou suffer the salt of the covenant of thy God to be lacking from thy meat offering:
with all thine offerings thou shalt offer salt.”
It is clear from this passage that God used salt as a symbolic reference to the
agreement made between His people and Himself. With every sacrifice made, the
reminder of the covenant would be represented by the salt. To ignore this imperative
would render the sacrifice lacking and unacceptable. In effect, the priesthood would
be in complete disobedience if they were found making an offer of Israelʼs sacrifice
without including this important and elemental ingredient. To help ensure that such
sacrifices were correctly offered, there was, in the Temple, a storeroom of salt. It
was replenished regularly and at considerable cost no doubt. But it had to be there.
Without the salt, there was no offering. The presence of salt would literally mean the
difference between an acceptable sacrifice and an offering of no use. It would
separate the real from the profane, and its symbolism would carry forward
throughout the history of Israel as a nation, even to the present day Church.
Forever Is A Long Time
The verse we read at the opening of this chapter is not referring to the sacrifices
made in the Tabernacle in the wilderness or in the Temple in Jerusalem. This was
not something that Israel had to do—but it was something that they had to know.
This was Godʼs pledge to His people, and it was a pledge that would be literally
forever. The Kingdom was given to David, and it was given by God as a covenant of
salt. There are two tremendous aspects of this promise that the Lord made—two
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parts that the natural Israel would mistakenly miss, but which the Church and its
leadership must never overlook.
Firstly, this covenant of salt made by the Lord is a “sealed” one. The salt
connected to His offering of this promise indicates that He would never break this
agreement, that it was done in all sincerity, and that it was offered eternally. The
throne given to David and his sons was something that was to endure throughout the
ages, and God sealed this promise with His salt covenant.
Secondly, this was a sacrificial offering. It would not be made cheaply, and it
would cost God something. To establish the throne of David forever would mean
making a sacrificial offering on Godʼs part. Whether the Israelites would ever fully
understand the promise and live up to their end of the covenant was for them to
decide. But as for Godʼs part, it was forever sealed. His sacrificial offering was
offered with salt and it would stand true forever.
The eighth and ninth chapters of Hebrews contain many references to the “first
covenant” and the “new covenant.” The writer is explaining to Jewish Christians of
the early Church the important distinctions between the two covenants or
testaments. He shows that the first was a symbolic representative of the last. He
reveals the weakness in the first covenant by showing that both the sacrifice and the
offerers of the sacrifice were impure. Though the symbolism was correct in the
offering of a life and its blood for the forgiveness of Israelʼs sins, the animals and the
priests were not at all sufficient to provide true remission.
Hebrews 9:23 reads,
“It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be
purified with these; but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than
these.”
The “heavenly things” must refer to the people of God who make up the New
Testament Church. And to purify them, to reconcile them, to forgive them would take
a better sacrifice—one that was indeed, eternal. And there was only one perfect
lamb, one eternal sacrifice, one faultless man who would give all to save His chosen
people from their fallen state. And therein lies the heart of Godʼs covenant of salt.
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The Perfect Offering And The Eternal King
In this eternal covenant, it fell on Jesus to provide the sacrifice. He was both the
Lamb of God and the High Priest who offered it. As we read above, the covenant of
salt would require a sacrificial offering. To establish Davidʼs throne forever would
mean an offering that had eternal qualities. So we can see that in Calvaryʼs cruel
cross, Jesus sealed the sacrifice with salt. It was an eternal offering that signified an
agreement which God would never break. And, in giving Himself on the altar of
sacrifice, the Lord ensured that He would reign forever over this spiritual Kingdom.
Jesus, the son of David would fulfill the promise that God made in His covenant of
salt.
The priests of the Old Testament had little insight into the symbolism of each
sacrifice they made on a daily basis. Yes, the salt was required as per the law, but
the typology was missed. They couldnʼt recognize that in each offering made with
salt, there was a pledge to an eternal covenant with God in His plan. And they
couldnʼt imagine how the perfect sacrifice would come many years later on a hillside
outside of Jerusalem. But God knew it from the beginning, for we read that Jesus is
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.
Even the wise Solomon would mistakenly identify himself as the son of David that
would build a household for God which would stand forever. But God had promised
it in 2 Samuel 7:12-14, and it would be a covenant of salt—one that would stand sure
forever. In speaking to David, God said,
“And when thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy
seed after thee, which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish his
kingdom. He shall build an house for my name, and I will stablish the throne of his
kingdom for ever. I will be his father, and he shall be my son. If he commit iniquity, I
will chasten him with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the children of men…”
The seed was the lineage of David culminating in the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem.
The house was to be the Church. The father-son relationship is the God-man aspect
of Jesusʼ deity. But one part of the twelfth verse needs further inspection. The
words “If he commit iniquity” could be much better translated, “even in his suffering
for iniquity.” Therefore it could be more easily read, “Even in his suffering for iniquity,
I will chasten him with the rod of men…” This clearly stands as a reference to the
sacrifice that God would later make in the flesh of Jesus Christ!
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All of what we have studied so far is in reference to God and His commitment to
His eternal covenant of salt. But there remains the human side of such an
agreement. The nation of Israel never fully understood it, and ironically they were
the ones responsible for the crucifixion of the One who had come to save them. In
the very first sermon after the Holy Ghost had been poured out on the New
Testament Church believers, Peter declared to the Jews in Acts 2:36,
“Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made that same
Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ.”
No, Israel did not recognize who Jesus really was. But Peter and all other true
believers have seen it and have grasped its eternal promise of personal salvation.
But there remains a very strong and relevant life lesson for leaders in this study as
well.
Salt Of The Earth
Every Christian knows at least part of the exhortation Jesus gave regarding our
being the “salt of the earth.” We easily understand the preservative quality that is
associated with such a metaphorical reference to the Churchʼs presence in a lost
and dying world. Furthermore, Paul told the Church in Colossians 4:6 that our
speech should be “seasoned with salt.” Perhaps he was making reference to the
eternal aspect of the covenant that saved us, and therefore the way in which we
speak in ministry has eternal implications as well. But the fact remains that there is a
human side of Godʼs covenant of salt if we hope to be benefactors of His sacrificial
offering.
The second half of Luke 14 is an important passage to Christian leaders. In
verses 26-33, Jesus warned of the separation that will be part of the dedication
necessary for true discipleship. He goes on to say that each of us will be called
upon to bear his own cross in following Him. He challenges all disciples to count the
cost of building the tower before commencing construction, and as kings must do, to
consider the potential of winning the battle before the warfare begins. Verse 33
sums up this sacrificial part of a discipleʼs commitment by saying,
“So likewise, whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot
be my disciple.”
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This kind of surrender is what makes a true spiritual leader. It starts and ends here.
This dedication keeps every leader on track, and guides them through a lifetime of
true ministry. Without it, our offering may be given, but it lacks the salt.
For leaders today, there is a passage in Mark that also deserves a closer look. In
Mark 9:49-50, Jesus closes His remarks to His disciples on the subject of who shall
be the greatest in the kingdom by saying,
“For every one shall be salted with fire, and every sacrifice shall be salted with salt.
Salt is good: but if the salt have lost his saltness, wherewith will ye season it? Have
salt in yourselves, and have peace one with another.”
Disciples (and certainly leaders) will find that their lives are salted with fire. Trials,
tribulations, suffering, and hurt are part of all human
experience. But Paul wrote in Philippians 3:10 about
Leaders’	
  lives	
  are	
  
often	
  salted	
  with	
  the	
  
knowing Jesus in the power of His resurrection and in the
fire	
  of	
  suffering.	
  
fellowship of His suffering. This would be a part of very
Christianʼs experience. There truly is a cross to bear, and
leaders bear it with joy.
And all of our sacrifice must inevitably be made in the light of eternity, or in other
words, be salted with salt. The covenant that God made so long ago stills shines in
and through His Church on the earth. We represent His will being carried out and
His burden to save being fulfilled. To be neglectful of those means making an
offering but forgetting the salt required.
Finally, if the salt in the earth loses its saltiness, how can it ever regain it? Salt
alone provides its flavor. Once it is gone, what could ever make it salty once more?
And so we must have this godly commitment, this eternal perspective, this singleminded sacrifice in view in all that we do and are in Christian leadership. In essence,
we must have His salt in our offering. In doing so, we will enjoy peace with another
as well as peace with God. As harsh as it may sound, without its divine flavor, the
salt becomes, as Jesus said in Luke 14:35, good for nothing.
The promises of God have been given to us by God in a covenant of salt. And in
Hebrews 6:16-18 we see that Godʼs promises are immutable, or unchangeable. His
commitment is sure and it is everlasting. Can leaders respond with anything less?
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